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From the Editor

I want to welcome and introduce the new Production Manager,
Matthew Fluet, who was Assistant Production Manager last year.
Matthew is a sop homore at Harvey Mud d College and a very
capable prod uction m anager, which is evident from th e appearance of the printed journal and the graphics . We are very fortunate to have Matthew on the job .

Our friend an d colleague, Thomas Tymoczko of Sm ith College
d ied last Au gust a fter a brief bat tIe w ith stomach cancer. Many
will know Tom from his two essa ys in Essays in Humaninstic Mathematics (MAA No tes #32), "H u manistic and Utilitarian Aspects
of Mathematics," and "Value Judgement in Mathematics: Can We
Treat Mathematics as an Art?" Two of his books were New Directions in the Philosophy of Math ematics and Sweet Reason: A Field
Guide to Modern Logic (with Jim Henle). H is paper "The Fou rColor Problem and its Ph ilosophical Significance " argued that
the increasing use of com puters was changing the nature of mat hem atical proof.
Tom was one of the thirty w ho gathered at the 1986 conference in
Clarem on t to consid er w hether mathematics is a h umanistic discipline, and launched the HMNJ.
He was a stude n t of Hilary Pu tman at Harvard and is su rv ived
by his wife and three child ren.
He will be grea tly m issed.

What's all the Fuss about?
S. K. Stein
University ofCaliforniaat Davis
Davis, CA

The proposal to hold th is conference says that, "the
teachi ng of calculus is in a state of disarray an d nea r
cr isis ... [wi th a] failure rate o f nearly half at many
colleges and universities : ' An alarm was sounded

ear lier by the January, 1985 AMS/MAA joint panel,
"Calcu lus instruction, crucial bu t ailing " Il l.

law di d not blame calculus for this tragedy, th ough it
was clea r to me that we do little to preven t it.
So I picked. up a calculus market research report that
McGraw- Hili had done in 1981, based on a questionnaire sen t to mathema tics professors in over 200 colleges an d universities of all sizes. According to the
poll, 83 percent of the students in first sem ester calculus complete the three semes ter sequence. That was
reassuring. Furthermore, if there wa s a feeling that
something wa s wr ong it should show up in the responde nts' comments on the texts they were using.
But of the 227 repli es 170 judged thei r text's completeness to be "good " or "excellent" and only 47 called. it
"poor" or "adequate." They seemed quite satisfied
w ith "topic sequen ce as well" w ith ]73 ou t of 227 calling it "good" or "excellent:'

This came as a surp rise to me. Why is the teaching
only of calcul us under scru tiny? Are we doing such a
wonderfu ljob with discrete ma thematics, linear algebra, differential equations, complex variables, or upper d ivision algebra ? Perplexed , I asked some of my
colleagues, good. mathematicians and fine teachers all,
"What's your imp ression of the teaching of calculus,
here and elsewhere?" One professor suggested that
we might drop a couple of topics, maybe some integration techniques. Another said, we should meet five
times a wee k ins tead of four but he doesn 't want to.
Find ing no sense of calamity, I talked to collea vues in In <nite of these calming numbers, I still felt that the re
llmnjOO246
vsi an d engm
. eenng
. d epa rtments. n Il::J
th e p h ysics
u....l:: U I ~ urdeed some thing in disarray in calculus teaching,
wh at we do, but urged us to do more of it in the first something ailin g. Wha tever it is, we can't blame the
quarter, especially differentials, vectors, e- , Stokes' publishers. The boo ks they offer us respond to such
theo rem, and certain differential equa tions.
polls; the manuscripts are read by a panel of indepe ndent, conscientious reviewers. We get the texts we
Then I went to the placement office, wh ich helps un- ask for. The problem lies with us . Mathemati cs, the
dergraduates obtain summer internships an d senio rs only di scipline where all the cards can be laid on the
get jobs. "What hav e you heard about calculus?" They table, an d whi ch therefore shou ld be the best taught,
were not aware that calculus is in disarray an d ailing. is often among the worst tau ght subjects. One reason
I asked wha t employers were looking for. The an - is that we hav en't deci de d what we are teaching.
swer was clear, "Students who can communi cate orally
and in w ritin g, think, are not afraid of numbers, wit h This uncertainty is visible, in the d iscussion , The Ina little touch of the computer." Still no complaint about troductory Mathematics Curriculum, presented in (11.
calculus.
There we find such statements as, "We mu st instead
teach how to crea te mathematics" (R.W. Hamming, p.
I asked my engineer son-in-law what he loo ks for 388); "Even more essential is the creation of courses
when he recrui ts. His an swer: "People who can dea l that focus on concepts. Ide as and problem solv ing are
with questions on their own ." He seeks recommen- the rea lly critical part" (Robe rt Davis, p. 390; "Our
dations from a pro fessor who regula rly assigns his teaching fails to pr ovide stu de nts with the Joy of usclass a few open-ended problems . Though not har d ing mathema tics to cope with cha llenging problems"
in the sense that the ir solutions req uires the insight of (Wade Ellis, p. 393); 'The ma in fau lt of the int rod uca geniu s, they are not d irectly related to the da y's les- tory curriculum ... is an issue of pedagogy as m uch
son. One year not one of the professor's three hun- as of the content" (Patrick Thomp son, p . 3l;J·l); "Cur dred students cou ld solve his problem s. My son-in- riculum change mu st be accompanied by severe ques-
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tions o f cu rre n t teaching me thod s" (John Mason, p .
395). Thou gh ap pearing as as ides to the main de bate,
they call attenti on to wha t I feel is the central issue.
Before we propose the me d icine, we had better agree
on the di agnosis. The di agnosis depends on w ha t we
mea n by ..health.... th at is, wha t we are tryi ng to accom plish in ou r introductory cou rses. That ma y depend to some ex ten t o n w he the r the cou rse serves
other ma jors or our own . (Accord ing to the MeC rawH ill poll , enroll men t in the ba sic ca lculus runs abou t
60% physical science-engi neering , 20 percent life sciencc-biolcgy-economics, 12 percent ma th, and 8 percen t o thers.) In large schools the second group often
has its own calculus sequence; at Davis, with its stro ng
biological emphasis, more students enroll in the short
calcu lus than in the engineering sequence. So the main
calculus sequence we are talk ing about serves simultaneou sly engineers, physicists, comp u ter scientists,
and ma th majors. That is a bound ary cond ition tha t
any solution m ust sa tisfy. But it is not as restrictive as
it may appear, since there seems to be a consensus
that the students in these va ried ma jors sho uld learn
to write, read, an d thi nk . The dean of comp u ter scien tists, E. W. Dijks tra , has written tha t the most important require me n t for a com p u ter scientist is mastery of his native ton gue. And my compu ter-science
colleagues u rge us to expect well w r itten answers and
proofs in o u r sop homore co u rse on sets, relations,
functions, an d ind uction .
But what abou t ca lcu lus, w here th e texts have settled
into a fairly uniform table of con ten ts ? There are always a few sectio ns tha t th e instruc tor may delete,
suc h as Kep ler 's laws or Lagr ange multipliers. But
the instru ctor could co nsider d eleting some mo re topics, such as some for mal integration techniques or even
related rates. Au thors have less choice, for if they om it
someo ne's favorite top ic, th eir books w ill not be
ad op ted a nd soon w ill be out of pri n t. After all, calcu lus com mittees mee t in orde r to reject books, much
in the sam e way tha t canneries sort tomatoes. Labelling a section "op tio nal" will su rely offend someo ne
w ho feels his students will then not tre at it seriously
if he covers it. It seems tha t a calculus au th or has the
freed om to make only two d ecisions: Wh ere to put
analytic geometry and w het her the title should be
Calculus with Analytic Geometry or Calculus and A nalytic Geometry. Thus the major revolu tion in calculus
texts in the last d ecade ha s been the introduction of a
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second color. (In high scho ol texts, the n u mber of colors has reached four. ) Wha tever p roposals th is conference may make, I p red ict calculus w ill begin with
fun ctions, limits, d erivatives, extrema , int egra ls, the
fu ndamenta l theorem, go on to more ap plications,
series, and then reac h a t least partia l derivatives and
multiple integrals. Still, there are op tions, and pe rhaps this confe rence will encou rage publishers and
p rofesso rs to be mo re flexible when d eveloping a table
of con ten ts or a co urse syllab us.
The fundamen tal question is not, "Should d iscrete
mathemat ics p recede calcul us, follow it, be w oven in to
it, or be sepa rate and simultaneous:' The question
should be, "What are we try ing to do in calculus an d
disc rete ma the ma tic courses othe r than cover some
defi nitions, facts, and algo rithms?" If the answer is
"nothing", then we make no ba sic cha nges . If we also
want the student to learn to "think" <this is now called
'p roblem so lving ' and 'heuristics' ) an d to wri te, then
we sho uld act accord ing ly. The las t thing we should
d o is as k for texts that mix d iscrete mathe matics and
calcu lus, for inva riably, when two subjects are p u t
between the covers of one book either the book grow s
u naccep tably large or one of th e tw o is sacrificed to
the other, or both are sho rtchanged. Witness the fate
of ana lytic geo me try in our calculus books or o f bo th
algeb ra and its ap pli cations in our ap plied a lgeb ra
books.
My ow n pr op osals may ap pear mild . Indeed, the first
one is, b ut the seco nd could en courage a change in
emphasis.
The first is specific, an d concerns calculus and di screte math em at ics. I sug ges t tha t a discrete course o f
a qua rter or sem ester be available to fres hman (if that
is successful, then iater it cou ld be ex ten de d ). It coul d
be taken sim ultaneously with beginning calcu lus, or
alone, or, in the case of non-engineering studen ts, with
the calcu lus d elayed. Such a cou rse cou ld help develop mat urity and thu s prepa re studen ts for calcuIus . It could, incid entally, weed ou t those w ho are
not read y to go on. (All camp uses of the University
of Ca liforn ia alread y require passing an exam on high
school algebra and trig for entry to ca lculus.) It would
also broaden the stu den t's mathemati cal perspective
earlier.
My second suggestion applies to ou r cu rricul um in
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genera l and is a response to w hat I see as th e di sarray
and the ai lment. Implem entin g this suggestion d oes
not requ ire new co u rses, nor ra dically n ew texts.
H ow ever, if enough of u s act on this su gg estion, w e
m ay provide the qu or um to sup p or t cert ain ch an ges
in the texts .
It too is modest, for I find th at proposals for abrupt

m ajor reform ten d to be carr ied au t in form bu t n ot in
substance , or vi ew ed as something for so m eone else
to implement.
My su gge stion is roo ted in my d efinition s of th e w ords
"curricu lu m" and "syllab u s." Usu all y, "cu rr icu lu m"
describes the courses offered and "sy llab u s" lists th e
topics in a cou rse. Bot h "cu rriculu m" and "syllabu s"
call atte ntion to the m at er ial treat ed . They do no t refer to the w ay it is trea te d and cert ain ly they do no t
m ention w hat should be our main go al: to develop
the stu den t's abi lity to read, ana ly ze, w rite and speak.
We ea sily lose sigh t of thi s objectiv e, for facts tend to
d isplace process. We see this b ias both in th e class room and in texts. I hop e that the refor m suggested
by th is confere nce giv es process at least equal b illin g
with con tent. And I hope tha t authors ma in tain a sim ilar perspectiv e as they try to im p lement our recommenda tio ns .
My suggestion is only a m odest step toward rescuing
process from subse rv ience to content.

I p rop ose th at in whatever course we teach we include
a sign ificant number of w hat m ight b e called "op enended " or "exp lor ator y pro blems." Though no t routine, they sh ou ld n ot b e difficu lt in th e sense of a
Putnam p rob lem. I mean that when a stu d en t see s
th e so lu tion , h e w ill say "I should have gotten it."
These prob lems shoul d encourage experimentatio n
an d independe nt work . The an sw er shou ld require
the student to w rit e coheren t sen tences. Tha t m ean s
that th e instructor or some ot he r qu alified person
shou ld read and eva luat e w hat is turned in. H e sho uld
d emand suitable revision . Th e so lution shoul d n ot
be in the so lutions manual; it should n ot be closely
tied to the p ar ticu lar sec tion in the book that is being
covered in class. The assign m en t should not be due
the next day, so tha t the student will ha ve tim e to mull
it over.
Some examples will bring th is propos al d ow n to earth.
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To d em on strate m y ne utrality on the relat ive merits
of calcu lu s and d iscrete mathe m atics, I w ill ch oose
some examples from both d isciplines. I begin w ith
exam p les that parallel the standard calculu s.
Example 1: Let f(x) = ax" + b be a polyn om ial of degree 2. Is ther e a polynomial g of d egree 3 such th at
the two com positions, fog and gof are equ al?
Remarks: If the students have trouble, th en you mi gh t
suggest that they look at a specific ffx). Litt le in th eir
earlier educa tion has suggested such a bold step . Th e
computation s in volve nothing m ore th an cubi ng a
quadrati c or squaring a cubic. Th e alge bra is n ot
m ysterious and th e final result is b oth elega nt and
surpr ising. Moreover, the stu d en t sho u ld be urged to
w rite th e solu tion w ith m ore than a string of equa tions. We h av e a rig h t to expect an int rod ucti on and a
concl us ion. We should deman d tha t a sentence begins w ith ca p ital letter an d end s with a p eriod. Th e
left ma rgin should be straigh ter than th e righ t margin . The st u den t m ay complain that such request are
inappropriate in a m ath course. But that sa m e stud ent m ay one d ay be w r iting softw are m an u als and
internal mem oran da. For us to d emand less is to shortchan ge ou r studen ts .
Exam ple 2: Are th ere continuous fu n ctions f such th at
f(x + y) =f(x) + ff y) for all re al n umbers x and y?
Remarks: The stu de n t m ay or may not come up w ith
some examples. You may ha ve to steer him ou t of a
ru t. If he finds f(x) = kx, you m igh t th en as k, "Are
there m ore?" (In a d iscre te course, the domain coul d
be Z in stead of R ) Of cou rs e one cou ld also ask for
solu tion s of f(xy) = f(x) fey).
Suc h exercises are u sua lly d elayed until the Junior
year, but they are a pp rop riate during the low er di v ision courses as well . Perha p s w e cou ld d elete a few
topic s from the stan dard cu rric u lum, wheth er calcu lu s or di scre te m at hema tics, low ering the pressu re so
st udents w ou ld have more tim e for this typ e of problem .
Example 3: Let R be a bounded p lane convex set. Is
there a chord that bisects its ar ea?
Rem ark s: For u s thi s is a trivial exercise in the intermed iat e valu e theorem, b u t mos t stu dents will need
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help. The y cannot turn back a cou ple of pages for the
example that's just like this exercise. After th is problem is solv ed one m igh t ask w hether the re is a chord
that bise cts the area and the perime ter at the same
time .
Exam ple 4: Wha t happens to xY when x and yare near
obut positive?
Example 5: Which polynomials of degree at most 3
have inflection points?
Remarks: Mu ch is lost in a more conven tional wo rd ing, such as, "Show tha t every po lynomial of degree 3
has an inflection po int. " One might then ask about
polynom ials of degree 5.
Exam p le 6: Let f be an increasing positive function on
the inte rv al [(),H What, if anything, can we say about
the centroid of the reg ion R under the gr aph of f and
above [O, l]?
Remark s: A variant is to demand that f also be diffe ren tiable and concave dow n and ask abou t the centroid of its graph. Or we could ask whether there is
any relati on be tween the cen troi d of R and the cen tro id of the so lid of revolution ob tained by revolv ing
R arou nd the x axis.
Example 7: Let R be a bounded plane con vex set and
P a point in R. Assu me that each chord of R through
P" has length at most a . What can be said abou t the
area of R?
u

Remarks: Thi s question ultimately takes the studen t
ba ck to the formula for area in polar coordina tes an d
extrema problems. For a discussion of this example
see [2].
Now for some illustr ations in d iscrete mathem atics.
Example 8: You could compu te x with five multiplications by writing x":: x{x(x{x(xx)))). Bu t you cou ld
also write x" = (x'x')x', which requires only th ree d istinct multiplications. (Assume tha t once a multipl ication is done, th e resul t remains available.) Investigate the smallest number of multip lications needed
to compu te X".
Remarks: The exact form ula is no t known, though
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even tua lly students can sh ow, with the aid of an induction, that the number is at least log.n and equa ls
log,n when n is a p ower of 2.
Example 9: In which linear graphs can we find a path
that pa sses throug h each ed ge exactly once?
Remarks: Thi s is usually given in the "theorem and
proof" form, b u t I think it far more instru ctive for the
stu dents to discover the result themselves. Whe n I
have raised the question in a liberal arts clas s, it isn't
long be fore stu dents observe that the vertices of odd
degree give trouble and find the necessary cond ition
quickly. Of course, sufficiency is harder to demonstrate.
Example 10: Let f be a permutation or a finite set. Is
there necessarily a positive integer k such that f' is the
identity function of tha t se t?
Rem arks: The approach m ay depend on whethe r this
is given before or after th e cycle decomposition of a
permutation. In the first case the student will be more
likely to experiment. That means choosi ng some spe cific sets and functions , again a traum atic experience
for students no t used to su ch freedom and responsibility.
Examp le 11: In a finite graph is there an yt hing th at
on e can say abo ut the n umber of ve rtices of even d egree or about the number of vertices of odd de gre e?
Remarks: This exercise usually appears as a th eorem.
Too often we ask a question and th en answ er it befo re
the student has had a cha nce to live with the question. By answering our own q uestions we turn the
stud en ts into spectators, putting a barrier between
them and the ma terial. The temp tation to d o this is
usually irresistable and is often justified by the "need
to cover the syllabus." Bu t what if the syllab us includes "teach stud ents ho w to explore, to make conjectures, to write clearly?"
Example 12: Is there any relat ion be tween the number of vertices and the number of edges in a finite tree?
Remarks: The com ments on Example 11 apply to th is
example as well. In both cases we can ask the studen ts to prove their conjectures. There are several
ways to justify both, inclu d ing induction. These there-
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fore serve as legitima te induction problems. The charm ed by the cla rity o f ou r lectu res, cou ld go
soone r we red uce the number of traditional induc- through an entire semester and never see a single page
tion problems like, "Show by ind uction that 1 + 2 + . . of a student's work. (I con fess tha t this has happened
. + n = n(n+1)(2n+1)/6", the better. In a realistic in- with me.I It therefore ma y be necessa ry to giv e some
duction problem, the student should propose the state- time to see wha t the students wr ite. It may be ad visable to sacrifice content to achieve othe r goals.
ment to be proved . (Recall Example 8'>
The next exercise gives students far more trouble than
might be expected , both in carrying out thei r experiments and in explaining the ir conclusions.

My proposal is simply an attemp t to respond to the
concerns expressed by Hamming, Davis, Ellis, Thompson, and Mason that I cited . I want us to consider the
goals of our teaching. Do they go beyond transm itting content? If not , we should say so in our catalogs
and encourage others to introd uce "problem-solving"
courses to compe nsate for the nar rowness of our mission.

Example 13: The function of f: A ~ B induces functions F: P(A) -+ P(B) and G: P(B) -e- PtA). For which f
is
(a) F one-to-one?
(bl F on to?
(c) G one-to-one?
If we want our students to be able to think on their
(d ) G onto?
own and to express thei r thoughts, we should give
them a chance, even in the introductor y curricu lum ,
More examples di scu ssed from a slightly different whether calculus or discrete math ematics, even in serpersp ective are to be found in [2], but it is not hard to vice courses even if we propose only tw o or three
make up your own. Some can be derive d from the open-ended problems in a semester. If enou gh of us
statements of theorems. In some only an exploration urge publisher s to includ e an ample supply of such
and a conjecture are to be expected . In some a com- problems, w ith va riations and sol utions di scussed
plete arg ument wo uld be in order.
only in the ins tructor's manual, they w ill compl y. But
we don' t need to wait for them .
It may be easier to offer indi vidual gu ida nce and feedback in a smaller class than in a large one, but the REFERENCES
organiza tional challenge in a large class should be 1.Theintroductory mathematics curriculum: misleading,outdated,
negotiable. Thou gh we migh t prefer to think our task and unfair,College Mathematics Journal, Vrn. 15,November 1984,
done when we give a d ear lectu re, we may have to 383 - 399.
acknow ledge that giving good feedback is equally
importan t. Grading homew or k and examinations, 2. S. K. Stein, Routine Problems, ibid, Vol. 16, November 1985,
wh ich usually just offers the student the guidance of 383 ·385.
a number, is hard ly adequa te feedback. I suspect we,
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The Triex: Explore, Extract, Explain
S. K. Stein
University of Ca/ifoniaat Davis
Davis, CA

Often as I walk int o my classro om and run through
wh at I will do, a recurrent image haunts me. I think
of that cliche: Chinese mu st be an easy language since
in China .so many child ren can speak it. I kn ow that
if tho se same chi ld ren had been born here and we reto stu dy Chinese in high school or college, many
wou ld flunk ou t and give up. This imag e reminds
me tha t stu dents who fail with my ap proach might
do very we ll under a radic ally di fferent regimen.
For this reason I am open to alternatives to th e standard lecture ap proach, where the focu s is too much
on the teach er. I would like to pro vide an envi ronme nt in math em atics analogous to th at which helps
Chinese children learn Chinese: pem aps the Moore
method is th e wa y, or sem es ter-long projects, o r
grea ter one- to-one contact. But with the boundary
cond itions th at I face, I cannot tu rn to any of them .

content if it just produced a critical self reliance,
However, no college catalog that I've read places reading, wri ting, or thinking at the core of its curriculum.
Instead it lists courses and their topics, for instance,
Linear Algebra: vector space, base, di mension, linear
transformation, eigenvalue . The textbooks also reflect
this inversion of emphasis. By the tim e we prepare
our firs t lecture of the semester, mos t of us -- no mat ter how veheme ntly we have cried, 'This is not a trade
school," an d, "Facts are seconda ry," -- lose Sigh t of
our rea l goal and rush to get thro ugh the sylla bu s. As
surely as the debased coin d isp laces the good coin,
rou tine problem s drive out significant problems. By
a significant p roblem I mean one tha t gives stu de nt s
a chance to explore on their ow n, to develop se lf confidence and indep endence, to carry on, so to spea k, a
miniature research project, and to write up their conclusions in complete sen ten ces.

Instead , over th e past few years I have been gradually d eve loping a modest al tern ative, which I w ill I am no t going to propose a vast reform . I will dedescribe even though I am sure it has been often pro- scribe only w hat I have been d oing, timidl y at first
posed and just as often been disregard ed . I know that but recently more bo ld ly. When I presen ted m y ideas
ed ucation is like death or love -- th e important thing s at one conference [3], the older par ticip ants said, "Old
tha t can be said abou t it ha ve alr ead y been said . On e hat," but the young er ones asked such qu estion s as:
need only browse th rough old vo lumes of the ioumal How do you mak e up this type of problem? How
of the National Education Associa tion to be convinced of many problem s do you give ? How much tim e do you
this. For in stance, in its 1935 volu me we find the re- allow? Do they count in the grade? If so, how ?
port of an experiment in which pu pils d id not begin
arithme tic until the sixth grade [1]. It turn s out that I propose that we offer our class es what I call "triex''
wit hin one yea r they caugh t up with pupils who had problems; "triex" stands for, "Exp lore, Extra ct, Exa thr ee-year head start. If such a major d iscovery can pla in." Such problems d o not beg in w ith, "show that ,"
vanish wi th sca rcely a trace, I am sure that m y pro- "prove that," o r "verify tha t." Instead , they begin with
posa l, couched in different term s, lies Similarly aba n- an opportu ni ty for experimen ting. The experiments
doned in the archi ves.
should suggest a pla usible conjecture to most students,
even though at firs t glance the an swer sho uld not be
My sug gestion is "h umanistic" in that I believe a h u- at all evident. The conjecture shou ld be easy en ough
manisticed ucation deve lops a student's ability to read , for ma ny of th e students to prove. Even students who
write, and analyze -- in short, to think. Of course, do no t com plete the third step of a triex are at least
suc h an education shou ld also develop an awa reness primed to ap preciate the exp lan ation when g iven by
of the origins of civilizations, East and West, an d a the instru ctor or by another student.
love of classical music and litera ture, but I would be
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Such an exercise puts the em phasis on exploring, ex- The next example is ap propriate in an elementary di stracting, explaining, writing . Therefore the exercise crete mathematics course, for it requ ires an ind uction
need not relate directly to the course in which the stu- or the use of bin omial coefficients.
den t is enrolled . For instan ce, in the second or third
semester of calculus, it ma y be drawn from the first
Example 3: How many ways can you
sem ester. The focus is on process, not on fact; the cenlist the integers 1, 2, .. ., n such that
ter of responsibility moves from the teacher to the stu each integer after the first one you list
dent. In [2] and [3] I presented several examples. Now
differs by 1 from an integer that you
already listed ? (For n = 5, 32415
have
I will describe three more in some de tail to make the
is one su ch list.)
idea of the triex more concrete.
Exa m p le 1: Let y = f(x) be a
nondecreasing fun ction d efined on
[0,11. with f(O) = a and f(] ) = 1. Let R
be the region below the graph of f and
above the x axis. How low can the centroid of R be? How high? How far to
the left? How far to the righ t?

This exercise satisfies the triex criteria: the answer is
not immediately obv ious ; exploration throu gh examples is feasibl e; the resulting conjecture is simp le;
the proof is not difficult and its write-up req uires expositio n, not just a string of equations.

I may require that a triex be turned in at the next meeting or perhaps in a wee k. If I am not sa tisfied with
Note first tha t the st ude nt cannot immedi ately guess the solution or a stude nt is stuc k, I will com men t on
the answers. However, there are accessible experi- the pap er and return it for furthe r wo rk. There may
men ts, for ins tan ce, testi ng the curves y = x- or step be a class d iscussion of Step 1 to catch errors which
functions. The first part, exploring, is not ha rd, though were interfering wi th Step 2. How often I assi gn such
stud ents must get used to accepting this responsibil- problems depends on the size of the class and the time
ity. (If students get stu ck, a hin t may get them out of I have to read the papers. These problems are sepaa ru t.) The second stage is "extract." (It turns ou t that rat e from the regular homewor k which is read by an
x is between 1/2 and 1 an d tha t y is between 0 and 1/ undergradua te.
2.) The final step, "exp lain," involves only a symmetry argument. (As a follow-up one could ask wh ether Often a standa rd exercise can easily be reworded to
the centroid of R lies in R )
become a triex problem . Co nside r the exercise, "Show
that for any od d integer n, the number n 1 - 1 is a mulExam ple 2: Diocles, in the yea r 190
tiple of 8." As it stan ds , Steps 1 and 2 of a triex are
B.C., in the book On Burning M irrors,
missing . Such an exercise minimizes the involvement
stud ied the reflectin g property of a
and responsibility of the student. It alienates by insp herica l su rface that sub tends an
sinuating that mathematics is discovered by an elite
0
•
ang le of 60 Wh en thi s surface is
and is merel y checked by the masses. However, that
same problem, rephrased , eas ily turns into this trlex:
a imed at th e sun, the rays of light ar"What is the lar gest fixed integer that di vid es n 2 -1 for
rive pa rallel to the axis, bou nce off the
all odd integers n?" Clea rly the three step s are now
inner surface of the sphere, and pass
present.
through the axis. How much of the
ax is is illumin at ed by the refle cted
rays?
Even the simple exercise, "Prove tha t x + 1 d ivides x+ 1 for every positive odd integer n,' can be transThe solution inv olves nothing more than trigonom- formed to a triex, namely, "For which positive inteetry or, perhaps l'Hopital's rule (depending on how gers n does x + I di vide x- + I?" This triex, in tum,
the problem is solved ). As a follow-up, which requi res generalizes to, "For whic h positive integ ers m and n
the der ivative, one could ask, "Describe the variation does x- + 1 divide X" + I ?" and to, "For which positive
in the am ount of light that strikes in the vicinity of integers m and n does x" - 1 di vide x- - 1?"
each point of the illuminated pa rt of the axis "
A triex creates the environment of a miniature research
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problem, whether ap plied or th eoretical. It puts mo re
respo nsibility on the stu dent. I expect (but have not
tried to prove ) that it develops self reliance and self
esteem. It cert ain ly exploi ts a key featu re of ma thematics, which such d iscip lines as physics and history lack: all the cards can be laid on the table -- the
student need not depend on facts transmitted by an
aut ho rity. The use of the triex m ay reduce the alienation and passivity whic h deve lop through years
spent on p lug-in problem s.
The triex is one of my responses to th at ima ge of littl e
child ren speaking fluent Chinese. Through it I try to

place process ab ove fact. I suggest tha t more teachers
try a few triexes in class in order to bec ome familiar
with th em and the ir implications.
REFERENCES:

1. L. P. Benezet, The story at an expenment, JNEA 24 (19351.
241 - 244 and 301 - 303; 25 (1936) 7 - 8. [reprinted in The
Humaninstic Mathematics Network Journal #6J
2. S. Stein, Routine problems, eMJ 16 (1985), 363 - 385.
3.
. What's all the fussabout,discussion paperforSloane
conference on teaching of calcu lus, New Orleans,Jan. 2- 61986.

Noesis
Lee Goldstein

Emication of thought is no t love,
Because it has no exteriority;
Yet whatever is muted willfully
Ha s a countena nce;
Nay, the au toptic ----- relativistic range of things
Can be a beau teous species,
If th ou ght can be tr ansmuted,
Even as in a m irro r,
By law, and homologically into strings.
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Puzzles, Patterns, Drums:
the Dawn of Mathematics in Rwanda and Burundi.
D. Huyfebrouck

Aanshenogsifaat42
8400 0ostende, Belgium.
1. INTRODUCTION.

Dou glas R. Hofstad ter received the 1980 Pulitzer Prize
for his book Godel, Escher, Bach:An Eternal Golden Braid.
It wedded the mathematical results of Kurt Cadet, the
gr aphical art of Escher and the music com posed by
Bach. H ofstad ter showed how a common idea seemed
to emerge in three d ifferent modes of express ion, easing access to the more arduous m athematical pa rt by
suggesting the reader to solve a Code l problem (see
[Hof] and [Swa]). Drawings by Escher were alternated
by excerpts fro m Bach 's score and d ialogues between
the im aginary actor s Achill es and Tortoise served as
intermezzos.

mountains, until the legendary Gihanga d escend ed
from the heavens, along w ith the thunder, as d id other
emperor s in Su meria, Mesopotamia or Creta . Besid es
cattle and see d, he bro ught fire to the morta ls; the
memory of this Promethean event would onl y extin-

•

Ethiopia

Hofstadter elucid ated one of the apogees of mo dem
ma thema tics, Codel's theorem, but maybe at another
era in history analogous sim ilarities can be discovered betw een m athematica l, grap hical and musical
exp ress ions. Inven ting nam es for numbers, adding
them, making geometric and numeral combinations
with pawns, with lines or th rough music, mi ght ha ve
been a comparable summit for humani ty, in the times
of the dawn of science .
In the midd le of Africa, two small cou ntries lived until recently in such an epoch. On the tops and flan ks
of the almost round hills of Rwand a and Burundi,
lived one of the most dense pop ulations of Africa, from
agricul ture and cattle breed ing. There are many simi lari ties betw een their populations of H utus, the vast
majority of peasan ts, Tu tsis, the former aristocratic
cattle-breed ers and Twas, the more marginal potters.
Thei r Kinyarwanda and Kirundi languages, their trad ition and soci al history are closely rela ted . Some
pretend that, if the word Rwanda could be interpret ed
as the vast territory, (Blurundi would simply mean the

other [country).
Historically, sma ll kingd oms exis ted in this region
wi thin living memory, and each had its ow n sacred
symbols, like for exa mple a little drum. There were a
m ultitude of these little pr incipalities di spersed in the
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Figure 1
guish in 1933, when the king w as converted to Catholicism . Gihanga also create d the cult o f the large
drums, a very visible sign of his monarchy. These
wo oden emblems had a symbolic va lue comparable
to the resp ect a scepter and a nat ional flag have in
other na tions. The royal d rums at the Rwanda court
were not beaten but only touched when an im po rtant
d ecision had to be to justified through the resonance
of their deep bass sound.
Ther e were 4 sacred drums, of abou t six feet high .

9

These wooden cylinders were cov ered by a brown
cow-hide and each contained a crystal of qu artz, their
soul. The most magnificen t had been called Ruoga,
but it was lost in the 15th century. This was believed
to be the cause of eleven years of d istress, until a determ ined king could restore its shape by his knowledge
of numbers. The new sacred d rum Karinga or warrant
for hope wa s p laced in the hut of worship dose to tw o
others and next th e o ldest drum of all, called theking
is the owner of science'.
The sac red drums could not be regarded in absence
of the king. Partition-walls protected them from the
eyes of the mortals and as a security measure, other
non-sacred dru ms we re used when the king had to
travel. Still, o n o the r batteries music was indeed performed, for p leas ure. It wa s no t the only delectation,
since playing on the igisoro-board was another favorite d iversion, as w ere th e Homeric ridd les and puzzles
that we re told d urin g th e nocturnal drum gatherings
where mil k was drunk from jars with decorative patterns of all kind s.
Imp o rta nt d ifferences betw een th e Rw anda and
Burundi culture exist. In this paper we will mainly
focu s on examples from the former, although the genera l principle s of most topics a p p ly likew ise to
Burund i, as can be see n from Figures 2, 3 and 4.
2. AN IGISOR~PUZZLE .

Two elements, the trad itio nal igisoro-ga me and some
facts about coun ting without writing, will together
provid e the setu p for the formul ation of a puzzle. The
idea to propose a problem, to ma ke the read er fam il-

Figure 2
The igisoro-board around the
hearth in Burundi (see [AcqIJ .
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Figure 4
A drumplayer in Burundi (see

[Acq]).

iar w ith some characteristic difficul ties, was inspired
by Hofstad ter's boo k. An answer to the en igma will
be given in §6.
The trad itio nal igisoro-game (see [Con -Ben] a nd
[Mer]) is played by two opponents on a rectangu lar
wooden boa rd . It is about 2 feet by 1, and ha s 32 circular cavities, arranged in 4 row s an d 8 colum ns di vided in 2 parts (see Figure 5). The players move
around with 64 pawns (little stones, seeds o r bean s)
to get eno ugh pawns of the adversary to prevent him
from taking pawns on his tum .
The pl ayers move th eir pawns on their ow n half of
the board, following the indicated d irection (opposite,
as we would say, to the direction of the hands of a
watch). A move can start at any cavity containing at
least tw o pawns by collecting all the pa wns in it and
cons ists in d ropping the paw ns one by one in every
cavity, a fter the cavity where the pawns we re taken.
If th e last pawn is dropped in an empty cavity, the
move stops. Otherw ise, the player m ay go on by collecting these pa wns and d oing another sim ilar move;
this is called a bridge.
Pawns of the adversary ma y be cap tured if a move
ends in a cavity on the lower row, co ntaini ng at least
one pawn, as sho uld the opponent's two cav ities in
the sam e column. Taking pa wns is obligatory, if it is
possible. If a player has indeed captured some pawns

.-:; I

=

Figure 3
Adecorative pattern called abashi or wooden support {see (Cell
and [Paull from the border region of Rwanda, Tanzania and
Burundi.
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Figure 5
The igisoro-board with a fewdenominations.

Figure 6
Taking pawns: only if player South could manageto end a
move bydropping the last pawn in c2, he could take his
oppenent's pawns. For instance, starting at d5, abridge at c6
reaches to c2. The player goes on with the pawns from a2 and
b2, startinq at c5.
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Figure 7
An easy opening in igisoro is called madondi, meaning to deal
dry andrepetitive Whips. The move starts at c3 (above). It is
followed by another move starting fromd3, with abridge in d1
(below).
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of his adv ersary, he goes on playin g with the paw ns
he took. He dr ops, one by one, the pawns he captu red in the next cavity after the one where he started
the last simple move (or after the last bridge if there
has been one )befo re taking his opponent's pa wns (see
Figure 6).
There is a particular ru le abo ut the direction of movement: if one starts a move or if one makes a bridge at
cavities called "teba (b2, b7, c2, c7) or ugutwi (al , as,
d l , dS), an d if one can, by doing so, get into a situa tion of capturing pawns by a Simple move, wi thout
bridging, the n the player may reverse the direction.
Wh en a ga me starts, there are 4 pawns in each of the
middle row s (as in Figu re 5), and both players begin
their opening moves simultaneo usly. There are d ifferent kinds of ope nings, sometimes wi th amusing
na mes (see Figure 7), and like in chess they each have
their reasons for being used. If one of the players has
finished the second movement of his opening, the
oppone nt has the rig ht to tak e his paw ns, an d the
winn er of the previou s game starts an atta ck (if it is
the first game they play together, it is a matter of tactics to choose who starts). Each player makes a move,
until one of them does not have enough pawns to continue. The ga me has to be played fast and sanctions
are foreseen for a player who hesita tes or cheats .
Note that these rules define the igisoro-game as it is
known in one particular region, and that different
versions exist, eve n with in the region of Rwanda and
Burundi. Travelin g farther, larger variations are encountered . In East Africa, in Tanzania, a similar sora
or boa game is played , whi le farther No rth, the Kabaka
of Uganda play the okweso, and going to the West, the
Nigerian Yoruba call the ir version Ayo. North of the
Equator, the game is often performed on a board with
only two rows instead of four, while three row s seem
to be the tradition in Ethiopia. There ma y be from six
up to fifty holes in a row.
Cou nting in Burund i and Rwanda wa s done us ing a
base 10 system, and even for numbe rs as lar ge as
1,999,999,999 words existed (see [Huyl). It m ust be
pointed ou t that no consensus about the se facts exists
among historians', but this does not, of course, p revent ma thema ticians to admire the feat of inventi ng
words for large numbers. The re were no written expressions, an d one can wonder how the slightest ar-
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ithme tical opera tions could ever be executed.
An example of a proc edure for executing complicated
multip lications without any notation, can be found
with the Yoruba (see [Jos]). They have a number system with base 20 an d often use substractions to describe numbers. For example, nineteen (nine plus teen )
is expressed as ookandinlogun, meaning one less than
twenty (ookan =one, dinl =minus, ogun =twenty). Similarly, the appellation of 525 corresponds to 80 less then
600 plus 5, 0' (20 x 3) - (20 x 4) + 5 . A story from 1887
tells about a counter who u sed cowry shells. To multiply 19 an d 17, he started forming twenty piles of
twenty shells each. Next, he took one shell from each
pile, and then put three piles aside. These three heaps
we re rearranged by taking two shells from one of
them, and adding it to the two others, the objective
being to reduce the involved numbers to twenty:
400 - 20 - (20 x 2) -(20 -3) =(400 - 80)+ 3 = 323
The Yoruba exam ple shows some arithmetic operations were indeed done even in civilizations where
no form of notation existed: representations with cowries replaced the written symbols.

tation. The mathematical jus tification of the method
will be given at the end of the text. It is not qui te
ne cessary for solving the puzzle, but could be useful
to find an indication. In the next paragraphs, some
additional information is given first, to render the
proposed an swer more plausible.
No te that we do not mean to su ggest that multiplications were traditionally done on an igisoro-board, but
playing with seeds on a piece of wood to solve an
arithmetic question may be a diverting and ins tru ctive exercise to get an idea about the necessar y intellectual effor ts needed to rea lize a ma them atica l
achievement in a given cultural environm ent.
3. PATTERNS.

The previous paragraph was probably not very he lpful to disc over a primary explanation on the how and
why about the dawn of ma thematics. Indeed , the
igisoro-game is played in different countries, and so it
might be conjecture d it was introduced from othe r
cultu res. How ever, the genesis of the idea of decorating walls with geometric pa tterns, can be tra ced back
to its very origin. Indeed, an oral account relates why
suddenly someone preferred to decorate his hut by
Before turning again to the igisoro-board, we need a geometric patterns instea d of figurative images.
more conveni ent multiplication method, called the
Russian peasant method . It wa s already known in ancient Egypt and in Greece, and is said to have fou nd
its way during the Middle Ages to Russia, the Middle
East and finally back to Africa, in Ethio pia (see [NeI]).
To multiply two numbers, like for example 241 and
17, one proceeds in this method as follow s: divide 241
by 2, until 1 is reached; if an odd number is encountered, first subtract 1:
24 1--> 120 --> 60 --> 30 --> 15 --> 7 --> 3 --> I
The other number, 17, is multiplied as many times by
2,
17 --> 34 --> 68 --> 136 --> 272 --> 544--> 1088--> 2 176
The numbers in this last row, corresponding to odd
numbers in the previous row, are added:
17 + 272 + 544 + 1088 +2176 = 4097
This is the desi red result: 4097 = 241 x 17 !
The puzzle: could the reader find out how to perform
such a m ultiplicatio n withou t writing down any aux iliary calculations, and u se but an igisoro-board ? In
other words, a de scription is asked, of numbers with
pawns placed in cav ities, and a way for translating
the Russian peasant multiplication into this represen-
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Figure 8
Paintings givin in [Cel}; all have descriptive names in
Kinyarwanda. For example, the first is called umuheha, or

tube.
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Figure 9
Explanations ofthe patterns by Celis.

In [Cell the authors p ublishe d their d iscov ery of original pa intings on enclosures of huts, in an isolated region in Rwanda (see Figure 8). It is d ifficu lt to access
and hence, m ost pa in tings are believed to be trad itional concep ts, and not the result of an exchange w ith
other cultures, no r th e consequence of the ever p rogressing phenomenon of acculturation. Th e p hen omenon of decorating a hut by the so-calle d imigongo
seems to go back in the past for about three centuries,
and th e ora l na rra tio n still relates h ow the legendary
notable Kakira ka Kimenyi came to ins tall the trad ition
of embellishing walls:
Numerous acts in his life p roved Kakira
ka Kimenyi was possessed by ne atness;
his cattle were held in h ut s and were
slaughtered there, so that no fly would
ever touch it. I... J He hated mud and
sat on a rock d uring heavy rainfall. His
nea tness was so legendary it becam e a
locution to say isuku ni ya Kakira (neat
like Kakira). Plen ty of initiatives, Kakira
would have made these paintings for
ple asure, and by solicitude of neatness;
firs t, he made them for hi s fathe r [...J,
and then in his own hut. [...l Having
made these pain tings, he enco uraged
yo ung girls -- of the aristo cracy -- to
imitate him . In thi s way, th ese paintings spread .

In other reg ions of Rwand a and Burundi, d rawings
and pat terns were, of course, ma de too, but then it
was on enclosures or walls in th e huts, on sma ll bas-
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Figure 10
Zaslavasky's symmetry example.

kets, cove rs of milk jars and d ecorated d ru ms (see Figur e 11). On one of the previous pages (Figure 3), thr ee
drawings of th e patte rn abashi are irnigongo pa intings
(reported in [Cel ]) while the two on the right w ere
found elsewhere in Rwa nda on enclosures in hu ts (reprod uce d from [Pau]) .

G. and T. Celis noted that the patterns the y found , are
combinations based on just a few elemen tary constructions. Only vertical, horizontal and th ree skew direction s together w ith their symmetric d irec tions along
the vertical, are enough to form all the motives (sec
Figure 9). The irnigongo can be classified b y the se 8
directions int o jus t a few cases since on ly parallel lines,
isosceles or equ ilatera l triang les and kites are invo lve d. Incidentally, these geometrica l ob servations
also led them to reject some other paintings as no ntraditional.
A discussion abo ut the use of some Chinese, Ara bic
and African drawings in the curriculum of pupils from
6 to 16 age was given b y J. Williams (see [Nell). Her
com ments a pp ly to th e p re sent d raw ing s fro m
Rw anda :
The classification of pa tte rns b y their
symme try groups is stud ied by crystallographers, and ca n be p u rsu ed
through multicultural sources of patterns and d esign. Zas lavsky (see [Zas])
rep roduces a picture of emb roid ered
cloths from Kuba, Zaire (now in th e
Briti sh Mu seu m ) wh ich provi des a
complete set of seven diff erent one -di m ensional strip patterns. These pattern s involve transformations in one
d imension, such as 1800 rotations and
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Figure 11
Decoralions on baskets,jars and enclosures (from[Pauli.
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Percussion staffs; ct. INkel.

horizontal an d ver tical reflections.
Group theory can be used to prove tha t
only seven such patterns can exist.
Williams also gave the ab ove d rawing (Figure 10),
showing tw o strip patterns w ith rotational symmetry
of ord er 2, b u t only one of these has horizontal and
vertica l lines of symmetry. It is a more ma thematical
way of appreciating geo me tric figures: it illustrates
that any pattern wi th tw o perpend icular reflectional
sym metries must have a rotational symmetry of order 2.

have been the main reason for the latt er conclusion .
Of course, if someone is familiarized to some kind of
art, the kn owl ed ge abou t how some cra ft was accomplish ed is not necessary to appreciate it, though someone who went to an academy is mo re likely to appreciate Bach's music. Three rules see m to govern the
p ercu ssi o n musi c in Rwa n d a a nd Bu r u n d i: th e
hemiola effect, the additive rhythm, and the Gestalt
phenomenon.

Hemiola is about the p roJ J IJ J J
p or tio ns o f rhythmic
r:J r:J I r:J r:J r:J
mod els in their organization of the rigoro us measures of time. Fixed int erJ J IJ J J
vals of tim e are subdi mm lr:Jr:JrJ
vided in an equal n umber
Figure 13
o f su bin te rva ls b y conHemio/a;
ct. INkel.
secu tiv e beat s. Possible
subdivisions of the interva ls of time are two, four,
eigh t or sixteen impulses or else three, six, twelve or
tw enty-fou r impulses, even if one starts wi th the same
base interv al. Th is, of course, im plies that the p roportion of the period between the pulses in both cases
is 2:3. Usually, an intermediate rh ythm o f 4 or 6 bea ts
follows, accentuated by slap p ing the han d, and by
beating wooden sticks: this is called simple idiophony.
Som etimes, the slow rhythm of 2 or respectivel y 3
drum-beats is used to reinforce this ba se rhythm. The
faster cadences, of 8 or 16 and 12 or 24 p u lses, are the
bases for mo re me lodic orpercussional rhythms. They
form the basic elements of the struc ture.
~ .~

4. DRUMS
Some structure w as appare n t is the igisoro-game b ecause of the presence of counters obeying well-defined
rules, and in th e p revious p ar ag rap h the reader w as
invited to cerebrate an igisoro-framework for the Ethiopian m ul tip lication m ethod. How ever, when hearing African musi c, recognition of some logical basis
seems even more difficult. Gu nther relates that, at
the end of the 50's, th e royal drums of Rwanda came
to the wo rld fair in Brus sels. The Belgian audience
w as not prep ared: the 24 d ru mme rs ma d e the impression, said one listener, of insistent, horrendous banging. Yet, there are often subd ivisions that cannot be placed
O thers confessed m ore politely th at after a while the in either this basis 2 or the basis 3-form. One can im agdin overcame one's power of concentration .
ine these as proportions of an alterna ting basis 2 or
basis 3 -form, and so as a success ive realization of the
However, ignorance of the u nderlying structure may proportion 2:3. This drum-beat stru cture is called

Figure 14
Apiece of Rwanda drum music with Hernia/a; cf. [Bra].
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hemiola. It is the seria l combination of a 2 or 3 subdi-

vision, each of the same length, possibly with still mor e
subdivisions. R. Brandel (see [Bral) points out that
reversed sectional change, that is, from 2-grouping to
3-grouping, is also encountered . His main example
is precisely a piece of music from the roya l drums in
Rwanda:

sure of 8 beats can be decomposed as 5+3 or 3+5, and
as 3+2+3, 2+3+3, or 3+3+2. Inside an interval of time ,
an equal duration can thus be lengthened or shortened, but of course all pieces should add up to the
given number (here, 12 or 8). On a staff, this is written
as follow s:

Here the 2/8 groups are organized in
3 /4 mea sures (17 measures in this section), and the 3/8 groups are organized
in 3 / 8 measures (22 measures in this
section). Agai n the true hemiola is evident, provided two 3 /8 measures are
combined.

Jll l l llJJl JJ

'; ) ))' ) ) J
JJ J J J J ) J JJ J J

') )) ') J

The cons ulted references ([Bra], [Nke] , [Mic], [Gunl )
agree that this hemiola-rhythm makes African music
so differen t from Occidental pa tterns, although alliance with Mid dle Eastern and Hindu rhyth ms certainl y does not make it unique. The five-unit hemiola
of Ancient Greece also contained this 2:3 leader-beat
contrast, but the rapid su ccession of unequal leaderbeats in a 2:3length-ratio is the typical African hemiola
change: the music is distinguished by immediate exchanges of lead er-beat: many changes occur within a
short space, usually within a measure.

It

2-3 . )

)J'

I LL!
JjJll W I LL JJ "I J:l1
r r r ILLJ
WllJ U I J]) JJ . OL I
r r r Ir r r

The coincidence of hemiolic lines inevitably carries with it some kind of
Gestalt effect, almost as if a new rhythmic pattern, resulting from the composite inte rp la y of all the lin es,
emerged. Very often the preponderance through timbre, pitch, etc. of one
line over the others makes it suitable
for single-line listening no matter how
complex the entire work.
The indications of this Gestalt variation again point towards a simi larity with Mediterranean and Asian
m usic, notes Gunther (see [Cu nj ), and others again

J.,..
•

r rr

drum-batteries of Rw anda (see lBral):

CUSSlOn.

It

Jjj V ~ :U I

Gestaltvariation is the third remarkable feature in the

division rhy th ms, although the y both are ways of subdividing an interval of time . The use of unequal
groupings is preferred in African music. This attitude
of asymmetry is the domain of excellence of the per-

To describe what additive rhythms are about, consider
an interval wi th 12 pulses. It can be grouped in two
grou ps of 6+6, but also into 7+5 or 5+7. Also, a mea-

mum I

Figure 15
Additive rhythm; 01. INkel.

Additive rh ythms di ffer from the more Occidental

~ t!",1t1t

s, , .,

•

".... • •

Figure 16
Apiece of Rwandadrum musicwith Hemio/a; cl. [Bra].
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Figure 17
A more involved example of Rwanda drummusic; ct. [Bra].
see a link w ith Ancient Greece. In the example of Fig- 5, INTERMEZZO,
u re 14, th e deeper toned drums in th e ensemble In H ofstad ter's masterpiece Godcl, Eener, Bach, converchanged from 2-grouping, 3/4, to 3-grouping, 3/ 8. sations between Achilles, the Tortoise, and the Tap ir
The lead er-d ru m continued its 2/8 figure (see Figure alternated the tougher mathema tical reasonings that
explained the Codelian concep ts. Th e well-known
16) but is overshadowed by the basses.
paradox of Zeno was the inspiration for the creation
of these imaginary personages . In the context of
Yet, [says Bran d el] because of its lesser
Rwan d a, ac tors exchanging Ar is totelian so p hisms
obtrusiveness, the listener does not rewere created by Kagame (see [Kagl J). He called them
ally hear the tota l counter-rhythm -- he
Gama and Kama, and some of the exchanges of ideas
merely feels it. The dynamic accent in
of
the p layers Kagame invented, suit well to provide
th e leader drum is almost lacking and
us
a Hofstadter-like intermezzo. Th e following excerpt
the 2 /8 grouping is achieved by mea ns
contains
rid dles rela ted to the p resent topic about the
of very subtle timb re contrast.
d awn of mat hematical reflection:
Finally, all these constructions can be put tog ether as
It would be convenient to examine if
in the following piece of percussion from the royal Ga ma:
the bantu-rwandean p hilosophy has
dru ms in Rw an d a . It is more complicated to underelements re la ted to th e n o tion of
stan d for the non-initia ted :
"time". I thin k, at this very moment,
about that woman of th e Court, w ho
Despite the galloping strength of the
lived under the reign of M ibambwe III
lowest line , the 3-grouping of the top
'Sentabyo, in the XVIIlth century.
line somehow makes itself quite apparOne
attribu tes the following reflecent, and the eventual resu lt is complex
tion to her. It passed af terward onto
pull in two di rection s.
the common lan g u ag e like a pround ad age : Ko b ucva bukira,
fo
In contrast to the remar ks made at the Belgian '50
amaherezo
azaba ayahe?, that is Sinc e
world exposition, given in the beginning of this secthere is day and nigh t, and the end of
tion, it is therefore not the lack of structure and logitimes, what will there be?
cal constructions that make this music diffic ul t to acOne can apply th is sentence, as you
cess for Western listeners, but ra ther its abundance.
know, upon the events that go on and
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Kama:

on, without interruption, even when
one expects it to end, That woman
certainly had thought profoundly
about the progress of "time"! Don't
you think, like myself that her reflection meri ts the qu a lifica tion of
"philosophical"?

com p le te ly impo ssible !" Sacyega begge d;
"A head of cattle always
is a bull or a cow, becaus e one nev er sees
one that is nor the first
nor the latte r!"

Up to a certain degree, yes, However,
there is much better in this domain,
Did you ever hear about the riddles
that were solved by Ngoma, the son
of Sacyega? I do not want to confirm
that the se two personalities have really existed, The solved riddles have
been grouped u nder the name of
Ngoma, as some lies were gathered
under the name of Semuhanuka; in the
sa me wa y the gourmet an ecdotes
were attributed to Rugarukirampfizi
and the sly puns to Semikizi.

"You r problem !" answered the Death; "or
you find me that head
of ca t tle, or you can
within eight days from
today arrange your affairs,"

Gama:

That is the way it goes with our traditions p resentin g a certain literary
value, charac terizing a numinous
tu rn, and of which the various au thors are forgotten. Our narrators
grouped them in series , and each series got a single, but maybe faithless,
name.

Kama:

Correct! So one da y, our Ngoma had to
solve another riddle. His fath er was
in deb t with the Death about a head
of cattle, Thus, it is clearly an invented story, the work of someone
regard ed as a thinker, The terrible
cred itor went one da y to see Sacyega
and de clared:
'The debt has to be paid
w i th ou t hesitanc y!
H owever, I demand
that you pay me a head
of catt le, that is nor a
bull nor a cow! Failing
that head of cattle, I will
sacrifice you rself!"
"You ask me something

18

Informed about thi s terrible dilemma,
Ngoma answered his father as follows:
"It is not so difficult! It
suffic es to put th e
Death in the impossibility to claim his inco m p a tib le hea d of
cattl e. When he will
show up at the agreed
day, answer him by the
w ords: 'I finall y have
found
w ha t
my
arrearages are. Yet, to
seiz e it , yo u ca n n ot
come d uring th e da y
nor at nigh t. At da ytime one can see the
stars, and at night the y
are visible. So come
between b oth eve nts
and you will get your
cattle."

The narrators do not tell the continuation and they did not need to, The
inventor of the problem only had in
mind to formulate two impossibilities and to oppose them one another.
Gama:

In fact, the solution attributed to Ngoma

has an obvious philosophical significance , It points very precisely to the
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moment whose duration is as impossible to evaluate as it is impossible
to meet cattle without genus.
Yet it is clear th at the narrators did not
recall the entire depth of this point
of view. They do not conceive thi s
lim it be tween the day and the night,
explicitly based on th e passage of
n on-being to being, as we envisage:
"non-bein g of light of
th e stars" to "being of
light of the stars".
Thi s solution corresponds exactly to
the well-known principle of the great
meta-physicists: between the being
and the non-being there is no th ird
way.
The above quote from Kagame obeys th e tradition of
the smithsofintelligence, the narrators at the royal court
who memoriz ed thousands of verses relating a poetic
version of the history of Rwanda from about the year
1100 up to the be ginnin g of ou r cen tu ry. To ea se
memorization, a rigorous forma l stru cture based on
rhym e, rhythm and tone, was imposed on the text , as

in the H om eric verses.
In ot h er p oem s too , a u nit of vocalic quantity cou ld
be discovered: the mora (see [Cou-Kam l). It consists
of one short vowel or half a lon g v ow el, and 9, 10 or
12 moras form the basis for the main type of verses ,
Studies in Kirundi poetry (see [Couj ), confirm these
findings about the rigorous formal stru cture of th e
poetry in the culture of this region.
Parentheticall y, the illu stration below comes fro m a
book of modern Kinyarwanda poetry (see [Kag2D.
The poem glorifies the creation of the alm ighty lrna na,
but here the bard does not ask if God p lays d ice: the
divine ha n d covers an igisoro-game.
6. COMMENTS.

Returning to the §2 igisoro- puz zle, here is first an exp lanation for numerica l examp le of the Russian peasant method given in that section. The number 241 is
written as a su m of powers of 2:
241 = I x 2° + Ox2 1 + Ox2 1 +Ox 2) + I x 2" + I x 2j + I x2' + I x2 '

Th e product of 241 and 17 follows from a term by term
multiplication:
l" l . 11. (I . l ' + 0 . 2' + 0 . 2' +0 .1 ' _1 ,1 ' + 1. 2' + I < l " + I . 1' ). 17
. 17- I d ' + 170 O< l ' + 110 0 -2 ' . 1" 0 d ' .17 d < 2' . ]7 . 1. 2' .17. 1. 2' . 110 1. l
. 11. 1. 2' + 17. I . 2' + 17, I. l' + 17. 1.2' + 11. 1, 1'
.1 7+ 2 72 + ~ '" + 1O ~~+ 2 1 16
. 40\17

In §2, 241 w as firs t divided in halves, with th e
condition to subtrac t 1 in
case of an od d quotien t.
Th is fir st row of operatio ns allowed to get the
n on-ze ro co efficie n ts in
the d ecomposition of 241
as a sum of powers of 2,
w hile the sec o nd ro w,
wh ere 17 wa s doub led ,
served to obtain the cor resp on d ing n u mbe rs that
had to be added : 17, 272,
544, 1088 and 2176.

Figure 18
Anillustrationlro matome ([Kag2]) of modern Kinyarwanda poems,
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Th e p ro p o se d iRisoropuzzle asked for a rep resen ta tion of th is multip licat ion d i ag r a m o n an
igisoro-board, w itho u t usin g any nota tion to re-

19

represent the first number, 241, while South would be
the second, 17. Th is is merely a recrea ting id ea by the
auth or, ins pired by the Yoruba cowry calcu lation s an d
the principles of the igisoro-game; it does not correspond to any historical data.

Figure 19
Imaginary representations of 241, North, and 17, South.

member the operations. A possible solution goes as
follow s: imagine a p awn in the first cav ity (bl or cit)
wo uld represent 20, one in th e second (b2 or d2)
would sta nd for 2 1, and soon, u ntil the last one (a1 or
c'l), 2'5, is reached . Then, in Figure 19, No rth would

Figure 20
Halving 241 in North and doubling 17 in South; the pawns of 17
are withheld (while) •the result being 34 (black).

Figure 21

Halving 15 in North and doubling 272 in South; the pawns of
272 are withheld (while). the result being 544 (black) .

20

Following the Russian peasant method, 241 should no w
be divided 2. Each pawn in the rep resentati on of 241
is replaced by tw o pawns in the previous cavity, and
only half of them are withheld (see North, in Figu re
20). 17 is doubled simu ltaneously by moving its
pawns 1 step to the righ t. There was a problem with
the remaind er 1 of the d ivision of 241 b y 2, since it
could not be represented ad equately. This fact reminds us w e sh ould keep tra ck of the initial value 17,
before it was d oubled (ct. Figure 20, Sou th, white
pawns).
The next consecu tive divisions by 2 yield no p roblem,
since the remainder is 0, and thus the res ults of those
multiplications by 2 are not withheld. Note that the
oper ations of halving and doubling are easily execu ted: it is enough-to move the pawns one cav ity to
the left or the right, respectively. Yet, w hen 4 pawns
on a row are ob tained, in b l , b2, b3 and b4, rep resenting the number 15, one has to keep in mind th at for
the next doubling in Sou th, the initial pawns sho uld
again be withheld (see Figure 21).
Finally, when there is only 1 pawn left in North, the
procedure stops. In South, the withheld pawns in d 1,
dS (2 pawns), d6 , d7 , as.es. c7, c6 and d 5 cor respond
to the nu mbers 17, 272, S44, 1088 and 2176 and th ese
should be ad ded (see Figu re 22).

Figure 22
Finally, only 1pawn remains in North and 10 in South; the laller
should be added.
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vantageous moves. R. C. Bell's classificat ion of igisoro
among the world's nine bes t ga mes seems amply jus tified (see [Za sl).

Figure 23
The final result: 1 +4096 • 4097.

The addition o f the 2 pawns in dS is straigh tfor ward:
they are rep laced by a sing le one in d6. Now there
are 2 pa wn s in de, and the p rocedure contin ues until
every cavity contains but a sing le pawn . The demanded prod uct can be rea d off: 1 (the pawn in dt )
plus 4096 (1 pawn in c4) yield the requ ired 4097.

An objection to this appa rently very easy me thod
could be tha t the example works so smo othly becau se
of the choice of the numbers 17 and 241. This is indeed partially true: if there are many pawns left to be
added, a harder mental computa tion is necessary in
the last step (Figure 23) to conv ert the answer in base
2 to the final resu lt in base 10.
A final wink to Cadet Escher, Bacli is the observation
tha t Hofstadter liked to refer to computer problems,
although the subject of his book was a topic out of the
doma in of the purest mathematics of all. His favorite
computer sava nt was Babbag e, but in the present case
it might have been entertaining to say a few more
words about N. Wirth, the crea tor of PASCAL. Indeed, instead of puzzling about the m ultip lication
procedure on an igisoro-board, one could imagine that
the cavities corresponded to compute r swit ches. A
pawn in a cav ity means the switch is closed. Thus,
doubling a number by tran sferring pawns one cavity
to the righ t, corresponds exactly to a computer shift.
O f course, the reality is not that Simple, bu t even N.
Wirth explained the importan ce of converting a mul tiplica tion to an ope ration of doub ling in his successful book on progra mming fund am entals (see [Wir)).
No te that the prestigious Massachusetts Insti tut e of
Technology expressed its appreciation for the igieoroconcep t by prog ramming it on a compute r. They restricted their study to one of the most simp le igisoroversions with on ly 2 row s of 6 holes and 36 cou nters.
Neve rthele ss, there are still about 1024possibilities in
this very simple situation. Thus, it is a good test case
for trying out heuri stic methods, ap plying only ad-
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The design by comp uter of geo metric patterns, as
those found in Africa, was the subject of William s' text
entitled Geometry and Art (see [Nell). This au thor proposed the following key lines of a computer program
to form patterns of TRIANGLEs sepa rated by GAPs:
FOR N= ! TO ENDX;
NEWY=O;
FOR M=! TO ENDY;
NEWY=O LDY+GA PY(M);
PROCTRJANGLE(NEW X,NEWY);
NEXT M;
NE WX=O LDX+GAPX(N );
NEXTN.

Musicians like computer toggling too: Frank Michiels,
a researcher at the prestigious Belgian Museum for
Cen tra l Africa in Tervuren and a recognized percussionist, plays on African drums for his compu ter. The
electronics transform the recorded music into notes
of any kind, from orga n to violin. And still, the African mu sical structu re remains irre futable!
The su mmary given in Table 1 is easily completed
from the present paper. The wo rds in italics refer to
some striking terms or names used in the text.

Exprtssion ...
~ AepresentallOl1
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.- ..-

Wi1l'lOtJ1

wn,.....
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INTRODUCTION

d uced by regular vibrations in matter are classified as

As a child , mu sic played a big role in my life. My fa- m usical sounds. These regular vib rations are the
ther is a musi cian, and he tried to expose my bro ther, simp le harm onic m otion that ca n be represented
sister, and me to as much music as possib le. Each of
us was given the op po rtu nity to pla ya musical in-

strument and encouraged to perform whenever given
the chance. Although my bro ther and sister excelled
wi th their ins tru me n ts, I chose not to con tin ue with
lessons after the seventh gr ade. I enjoyed music im mensely, bu t pl aying a musical instrument was reall y
not my for te. In high school, I fou nd someth ing else
that mad e me ge t exci ted : Mathemati cs. I enjoyed. it
so much that I d ecid ed to major in it w hen I wen t to
college. Now I am here, and both music and mathematics con tinue to play a big role in my life. Ins tead
of pla ying a musical instrument. I listen to music while
doin g my mathemat ics.
Th is semeste r I was given the opportunity to do an
ind ependent study in the ma thema tics d epartment
focusing on any topic that I desired . I now had a
chance to co mbine two driving forces in my life, and
to try to find som e connec tion between them . I chose
to invest iga te the rela tion of music and mathematics.
The focus for thi s paper is to fin d the com mo na lities
between music and ma thematics, with the hope that
beau ty w ill abo und within this connectio n.
NOISEVS. MUSIC

First, we must es tablish that noise and mus ic are two
different entities. As defined in the tenth edition of
Merriam Webster'sCollegiate Dictionary, no ise is a sound
that "lacks agreeabl e mu sical quali ty or is no ticea bly
unpleasant" (5]. The same dic tionary defines music
as "the science or ar t of orde ring tones or so un ds in
succe ssion, in combination, and in tempora l relationships to produce a composition ha ving unity and contin uity" (4].
Sou nd waves are produced by vib rating matter. The
so u nd waves produced b y irregular vibra tions in
matter are called noise, w hereas the so und waves pro-
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g rap hic ally by ad d ing a sufficient number of sine
waves It ) (see Figure D. Jean-Baptiste Fou rier is the
ma n credited for this d iscovery. The frequency of the

f\f\f\

f\

Figure 1
Sine Curve
vibra tion d etermines the pitch of the musical so u nd,
represented on the graph by the number of waves per
uni t time. The wave's ampli tude, which ind icates the
intensity o f the sound, is represented by the heigh t of
each crest.
A Fourier represen ta tion of a so und wo ul d consist of
a series of simple, regular sine w aves that, w hen
added, represent the so und being analyz ed . As the
number of individual sine wave graphs increases, so
does the complexity of the sou nd . Fou rier ana lysis is
useful for d escrib ing long, regul ar sounds in a very
concise way [7].
Four ier, who stud ied mathematical vib ra tio n analysis circa 1SOO, knew that th ere was a flaw in his represen ta tion. He realized tha t a sound could not exist
unchanged unless that sound was infinite in its duration. Because musical sound has a beginning and an
end, the graphical represen tation of that sou nd must
also be discrete lSI. Fourier analysis fails to repro·
duce accu rately the timing of a sound when focusing
on its pitch (7). That is, there is a problem determining the time w he n a particular soun d occu rred .

It is now possible to represent bot h the pitch and the
ti m in g o f m u sic a l so u n ds, thanks to In g rid
Daubechies. Dau bechi es uses a method tha t breaks
down complex signa ls into what are called wavelets .
The length of each wavelet rep resen ts the pitch of the
sound -- the higher the pitch, the briefer the wavelet.
Unlike Fourier representation, wavelets have no redundancy. With redunda ncy comes unnecessary information needed for reconstru cting a sound. When
usin g wav elets for analysis, "each wavelet is an essentialcomponent of the complex signal it rep resents"
[7J. Wav elets are not on ly useful for rep resen ting
sounds heard individually, but they are so precise that
they can be used to sing le-out soun ds in a graph of
several simultaneous sounds.

Research in th is a rea is very new. Because of th is, the
information regardi ng waveless is limited. Keep your
eyes ope n; informa tion on thi s top ic is bound to explode!

The relationship between the we ights of the hamm ers
and ha rm onious sounds can be represented by usin g
any mu sical ins tru ment. For ease of expl anation, I
w ill discuss th e rep res enta tion in ref ere nce to a
stringed ins trument. The procedure is as follows:
1. A sing le stretched string vibra ting as a w hole produces a ground note. The frequency of the vibration determines the pitch of the m usical soun d .
2. Allow only half the string to vibra te, and the pitch
w ill rise an octave ab ove the ground no te.
3. Allow 2/ 3 of the string to vibrate, and the pitch
will rise a fifth above the one produced by the total length .
4. 3/4 - tone is a fourt h higher.
5.8/ 9 - tone is a whole step higher.
etc.
If the still point on the string, called the nod e, is not at

one of these exact divisions, the sound is discordant.
As we continue to di vide the string, the fractions beHARMONY OF MUSIC
come mor e complex, and the two notes represented
Its Frequency, Intensity, and Duration
by the resulting intervals become more di ssonant, or
As ma ny of us may know, Pytha goras is the man cred - unpleasant, when they are soun de d together. The
ited with being the first to d iscover the relationship smaller the wh ole numbers in the fractions, the more
between musica l harmon y an d mathematics (2). It consonan t, or pleasin g, the sound is [2]. Th is is the
all ha ppened one d ay, or so the story goes, when reaso n Pythagoras felt that the six and tw elve pound
Pythagoras w as considerin g whether it was possible hammers sounded harm onious together, but the eigh t
to systematize m usical sounds. He thought: sigh t is and nin e pou nd hammers did not. Eventua lly, the
made precise with tools like the compass an d ruler, fractions of the vibrating portions of the string became
as is touch by measures and balan ces. While th ink- exp ressed as ratios. For example, the octave wa s exing abou t this, he passed by a brazier's shop wh ere he pressed as a ration of I : 2 .
heard hammers beating on a piece of iron . Some
sou nds produced by hitting the same piece of iron The frequ encies of interva ls be tween the tones of a
were harmonious; othe rs w ere not [3].
mus ical scale can also be represented as a ratio. The
frequ en cy of middle C is 261 cycles pe r second . The
Later, a fter conside ring what he heard, Pythagoras ratio of I : 2 describes the interval of an octave, so by
went back to the brazier's shop to investigate how doubling that freque ncy, we obtain a note defined by
ham mer s beating on the same piece of iron could pro- 522 cycles per second, or C one octa ve above middle
duce harmonious sounds. He di scovered something
C.
astoun ding! When comparin g the hammers, he found
that they were of differen t weights. There was a six, The chromati c scale, used in western m usic, consists
eigh t, nine, and twelve pound hammer. When using of twelve intervals. Becau se of this, each tone in the
the six and twelve pound ha mmers together, whe re
the first ham mer was half the weigh t of the second, scale has a frequen cy ratio of 1{j2 ::= 1.0595 to the next
the sou nd was harm onious . Har mony resulted when tone (wh ere the two comes from the ratio of an ocusing the eigh t and twelve pound hammers together tave). It is with thi s rati o ( I : '~/2 ) that frequency inas well. But the hammers tha t were eight and nine tervals are spread equally over the twelve tone interpounds, when used together, produced a sound that vals of the octave. The break down of one octave is
shown in Table 1. Because all twelve tones are necesdid not harm oni ze [3].
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sary to construct musical scales, we can now find the
freq uen cy of an y note in any octa ve [1]. The intensity
of a tone is determined by the ra te at which sound
energy flows through a unit area. Intensity can simply be thought of as the loudness of a tone. The duration of a tone refers to how long a tone exists. With
these three properties specifically stated, a musical
sound can be duplicated .
ANALYSIS OF ACOMPOSITION

Wh en wr iting a piece of mu sic, composers usually do
not write a mathematical function and then compose
the piece around the function. Instead, the composer
migh t hear mu sic in her head an d then record that
tho ught on pap er. Wh ateve r the process, I believe it
is safe to say that mathematics is gene rally not the
motivation for a composition . What is amazing is the
fact that music is very organized. We ha ve seen how
harmony is made. We understand the idea of consona nce and dissonance. Now let us inv estigate the
ma the matics of a composition.
First, let us look at a sin gle, gene ric sound . Our sound
will be an event that is conside red as a whole and w ill
be considered ne ither pleasan t nor unpleasant. We
can conside r the abstract relations within the event or

Note

Freq uency
Approx imation

middle C

261

C'ID"

276,5199

0

292,9626

D'IEo

310,3831

E

328,8394

F

348,3932

PIG"

369,1097

G

391,0581

G'/A"

41 4.3117

A

438.9479

A'IS"

465,0491

B

492.7024

C

522

Table 1
Notes and Frequency Approximations ofan Octave
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betw een several even ts, and the logical operations that
may be imposed on them. Our event will be denoted
as a.
Properties :
1. If the sou nd is em itted once, all we ha ve is its single
existence that appears an d then disappears. Here,
we only have a.
2. If the soun d is emitted sever al times in succession
and comp ared, all that we can conclude is that they
are id enti caL
Now we can say that repetition implies the notion of identity, or tautology :
a v a va v ... va=a
where v is the logical operator "or", disregarding
time .
3. Modulation of tim e imposed on the sound .
When the element of time is considered, ou r sound
takes on new meaning. Instead of just a sound, we
now hav e potentia l for a code. For example, the Morse
Code is an emission of a sing le sound that varies in
duration. It is the duration of the sound, ra ther than
the sound itself, which gives meaning to the code. For
thi s reason, we will dis reg ard the modulation of time
and consider the case of two or more gene ric sound .
Let a, b, and c be distinct, easily recognizable sounds
sa v b r c).
Properties :
1. avb =bv a
Since time is not considered , our even ts are commutative.

2.

( a v b) v c ~ a v( b v c)

If we combine two elements, the combina tion can
be considered as formin g ano ther element, or an
entity, in relation to the third . This combination
will allow our even ts to be associative.

When we exclude the tim e factor in composition, we
end up with the commuta tive and associative laws of
comp osition outside-time [9]. If we do cons ider the
element of time (denoted w ith the logical operator T),
then the sonic events, wh en p layed in
succession, ha ve a new meaning.
aTb '# bTc
The comutative law no lon ger holds. Because our
events are distinct and easily recogni zab le, it follows
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that a played before b so unds di fferent from b played
before a .
With these p roperties of so und, we can now invest igate the conce p t of th e int erv al. As defined in the
Norton/Grove Concise Encyclopedia cf Music, an interval is simply "the d istance betw een tw o pi tches" [6].
An in ter val is described acco rd ing to the n u mber of
steps betw een notes, incl usive. For example, from C
u p to 0 , the in terval is a major second . From G d ow n
to C, the interval is a perfect fifth.

up to F (a perfect fou rth). Xena kis refers to this as the
"law of in ternal compositi on " (consecu tiv e pitch interv als, P", Pb EP, can be mad e to correspo nd to a
th ird pitch in terval, P, e P , by the composite of P"
by Ph and is denoted as P.. + P, = Pc) [9}. With th is in
mind, and once again di sregarding time, we can say :
1. The law of internal composition for conju ncted intervals is addition.
2. The law is ass ocia tive:

(Po + 1', ) + 1', = Po + (1', +

With this in mind, let us cons ider a set of pi tch intervals, P = (P'" Ph"..), and th e binary relation o me an-

3. 'rip"

E

P, ::lpo E P, a neu tral elemen t, such tha t

Po + P,

ing grea ter tha n or equal to.

4. 'rip"
Then :

E

P, ::lp;

E

= p , + Po = p ,

P , called the inverse of Pa' such

th at :

P.. + p~ = p" + p~ = Po

I.p ~ p, VP E P

- reflexive

Pel

5. The law is commutative:

2. P" ;:::: Ph 'I:- Ph ;:::: P" except f or p" = Pb

P.. + Ph = Ph + P..

- antisymmetric
3. Pd;:::: Ph 1\ P" ;: : P~ -) Pd ;:::: P~
- transitive

So, the set of pi tch interva ls, P , wi th the bina ry relation ~ ( p, 2:: ), fo rms a partially ord ered set.
The ultimate goal of composers, let us assume, is likely
to be the ability to share their musical inclinations wi th
others. To do this, a composer mus t tell the musician
exactly wha t she is thi nk ing or hearing in her head.
In orde r for a musical so u nd to be duplicated, a ll aspects of that sou nd must be considered. These aspects includ e frequency (p itch ), inten sity, and d ura tion. With these three elemen ts co rrectly combined,
an y musical sou nd can be cons tructed and repeated .
In th is case, the n umber 3 is irreducible.
Structure
When considering the set of pi tch intervals, we are
forced to consid er the structure within that set. If P,
is a pi tch int erval going from C up to 0 (a major second) , and p" is a pi tch interva l going from 0 u p to F
(a minor third) , then a third elemen t, Pc' can be made
to correspond when combining P" and Ph' The element p, woul d then be a pitch inte rv al going from C
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These five axioms ho ld for pitch outside-time. Th is
example of pi tch intervals can be ex tended to in tensity int ervals and dura tions, the o ther two fun damental factors of musical so und. It shou ld be no ted that
the sets form an Abelian ad d itive gro up struc ture.

So far, it has been established that the idea of so u nd
possesses a structure ou tsid e-time. The elemen t o f
time forms a tempor al structure. When we combine
these two structur es, th e result is a stru ctur e in- time,
or an actual compositi on.
Before cons idering a musica l composition, let us first
consider the notes that a co mposer uses. Th e only
limitation imposed on wha t no tes and in w hich octaves are usable is with the instruments that the co mposer chooses to use. If the piece is w ritte n for a bassoon, then only the notes in the avai lable octaves can
be used . The compositio n would no t be w ritten in
the same octave as, say, the upper register of a piccolo.
APPUCATION
For acomposition with oneinstrument

Let
R = {all the notes of a particular instrument }

A = {a certain choice of notes of the instrument }
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B = {another choice of notes of the instrument}
Where A and B are su bsets of th e unive rsa l set R .
If we first hear A, and th en B , and then compare the
two sets, we can establish some relation sh ips between
them .
1. If certain notes are common to bo th sets A and B,
the sets intersect (see Figure Za).
2. If no elements are common between th e chosen sets,
they are disjoint (see Figure 2b ).
3. If all th e eleme nts of B are common to one part of
B, then our set B is included in A (see Figure
2c).
4. If all the eleme nts of A are found in B and all th e
elements of B are found in A, then the tw o sets
are indistinguish able , or equa l (see Figure 2d).

No w that we understand the basic relationships between sets, we can investigat e a method of crea ting
new sets given existing sets. When w e choose A and
B so that they have some elem ents in common, we
can then establish th ose ne w sets.
1. If we hear the no tes in common betw een A and B ,
we are using the operation of in tersec tion (conjunction) to form a new set cons isting on ly of th ose

common elements:
A ·Bor B ·A
2. If we hear th e no tes of bo th sets and int erpret them
as a mixture of th e elements of A an d B , w e have
a new set formed using the opera tion of union
(disjunction):
A +BorB +A
This set consists of all the elements of set A and
set B .
3. If we are allowed to hear all th e notes in our universal set R except th ose of A , then we have a
new set defined by th e negation A w ith respect
to R :
A
4. In music, there is another set which is represented
by silence. This set is equiva len t to the empty set,
and is called a res t.

With a proper choice of no tes for each set, and a proper
grouping of th ese sets, we can write a mathemati cal
function to represent a composition. When given three
sets, A, B , and C we can write a Boolean functio n in
the form called disjunctive cannonic:
s

LCY,k,
where,

(IDS

00

R

R

a
A

..

S

b
A

0

R

R

d

C

Figure 2
Relationships Between Sets
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and
k,=A · B C, A

et:» .» C, A.B C,A

jj·C, A.B ·C, A B C, A·B C

wi th which notes in a co mpositio n are played . It d oes
not deal w ith other variables such as int ensity or dura tion.

A Boolean function can alwa ys be written in a way
that brings a maximum of operations us ing (+ ), (,),

and ( - ), equal to 3n . 2"-2 _ 1' where n is the number
of sets b e in g
u se d .
In
th is case,

3 ·3 ·2 '-' - I ~ 9·2 - I ~ 17 [9].

R
Figure 4
Chal lenge Venn Diagram
Finally, I leave you with th e follow in g .
Let
A=

lA, B, c' . G)
1

B = B, c·, D, E )

Figure 3
Example Venn Diagram

C=

lB, E, F' , G)

and let

For example, if we use the functio n:
F~

A · B·C +A · S· C+A ·B ·C +A·S·C

we will notice that 17 operations are being used. The
Venn d iagra m rep resen tin g th is function is shown in
Figure 3.
Of course, we can simplify the original function to
obtain a function that on ly requires 10 operations:

2 * A ·E ·C +2

* A · B -C+2 * A · B -C + 2 * A · B ·C +
2 * A · E ·C + 2 * A ·B · C+ 2 * A · B · C +2 * A · 8 · C +
F = 2 * _A· B · C + 2 * A·
_ B· C
_ + 2 * A · B· C+
_ 2 * A -B · C +
2 * A· 8 ·C +2 * A · B · C +2 * A ·B · C + 2 * A -B · C +
2 * A· 8 -(' +2 *A - B · C +2 * A-B· C +2 * A- B· C +
2*A · 8· (' + 2 * A - B· C +2 * A -E · C +2 * A · 8· C

but by doing this, we will change th e procedure in
the com position.

where 2 * means that a certain note is p layed twice,
sequentially, and + is the transition from one note to
another. The corresponding Venn diagram is shown
in Figure 4.

I must stress that this mathematical model deals only

H ere is the ch allenge: In terp ret th e fu nction (deter-

F ~ (A . B + A · s). C +(A. B + A· B)· C
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mine the sequence of notes}, and give the interpreta- 15J"Noise." MerriamWebster's Colleqiate Dictionary - TenthEdition to a musician. Ask her to play it, and try to name tion. 1994 ed.

that tune!
(6JSadie, Stanley. "Interval." The Norton Gr~)Ve Concise Encyclopedia of Music. 1994 ed.
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Book Review: Emblems of Mind, The Inner Life of Music and Mathematics,
by Edward Rothstein
Sandra 1. Keith
St. Cloud State University
St. Ctoud. MN 56304

We associate beauty with music, hut not often enough with mathematics...
...Ed wa rd Roths tein

Emblems of Mind:The Inner Lifeof Musicand Mathemat - "There, I beheld the emble m of a m ind
ics. Edward Rothstein . Avon Books: New York, 1996. The power, which all
263 pp , ISBN 0-380-72747-1.
Acknowled ge when thus moved, which Nat ure thus
To bodily sense exh ibits, is the express
As a grad ua te student in m athematics with a seri ou s Resemblance of tha t glorious faculty
second interest in piano, I often heard the platitude tha t higher minds bear with them as th eir ow n."
that ma thematics and music go hand in hand . My
own informal research was leading me to conclude Thus the "emblem of a mind " may be seen as the moon
that while composers had their mathematical work or something more - a symbol of the outer world instaked ou t for them and most of my mathemat ician teracting wi th the artis t's inner world vis ion, creating
friends loved music, nevertheless musici ans very of- a sense of harmony or unity w ithin th e universe.
ten disliked ma thema tics; moreover, the music loved Rothstein's plan is to exp lore the metaphors sha red by
by a ma them atici an was liable to extend as far as a music and mathematics, w ith emphasis on th e process
mechanically-played Bach fug ue. We might agree that of di scovering, compa ring, and contrasting th eir nathose contrapu ntal vo ices we re .. . ma thema tical! But tures. With this approach, we are very m uch engaged
wa s there a mathema tician. I wondered. who had fee l- w ith the project of interactin g wi th Roth stein 's mind,
ings fo r th e work of Scriabi n or Bra hms . or who but the joumey is smoother than that found in many
wanted to d iscourse on Mozart's laughter through books which featu re interpreters or guides; Rothstein's
sorrow (or was it sorrow through laughter?) or the vo ice is a lwa ys serene and poised, never capricious,
profound ha rmonies of Beetho ven? The predomi nat- cynical or evangelical. While he may be pointing the
ing hobb ies among our mathematics group were chess w ay u p the poet's mountain, he never falls into the
and baseball. I gave u p on comparisons that I felt trap of lectu rin g, which is ad mi rab le, cons idering the
we re su pe rficia l - there was even a say ing amo ng scop e of the book. Expe rts might recognize the influmy mu sician friends that people who talk about mu- ence of the Univer si ty of C hicago , a nd in fac t,
sic can't do it. (Later I found th at m usicians talk about Roths tein was on the Committee on Socia l Thought
musicians.t At an y rat e. I decided that the best on e there, where he combined stu dies of m usic, ph ilosocould say is th at both subjects are non-verbal. possi- phy and literature. If the Committee influenced his
bly ind icating a bra in deficiency, and I married an ideas, the book itself grew ou t of an essay w hich
Rothstein a music cri tic for The New York Times, wrote
English major.
abou t his "two strongest int ellectual passions."
In Emblems of M ind, Edwa rd Rothstein creates a galaxy of connections betw een ma them ati cs and music. My grea test chall enge wi th the book, explained a little
Analog ies a re everywhere. The titl e derives from by my ow n his tory, was to bear th rough int rod uctor y
Wordsworth's poem, "Prelude," a key sta tement of the formalistic explana tions that see med to deny m usic
romant ic movement regarding the nat ure of art, in the emotiona l vocabulary I required . (The book is
which th e poet, w alk ing u p a m ountain, is over- Emblems ofM ind after all...but is this reall y how a music
whelmed by the moon and the surround ing panoram a critic thinks?) It was no t until halfway through the
of na tu re.
book that I saw th at Rothstein perceives music wi th
much more tha n an eagle eye. For exa mple, when
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Rothstein talks about music formalistically, it may
sound like this -- describing the initial phrase in Bach's
D# m inor fugue:
"it begins with a leap upward , but it is
felt less as a leap tha n an unfolding. It
should be heard as if the second note
grow s out of the first, opposing it but
also connected to it. The theme then
turns with a pla intive caress, and , as if
taking a breath, gently echoes its own
beg inning befo re sad ly returning step
by step, to its origins. The gesture's
two parts have almost different characters--an excursion and return . . . ."

ing, mathematics and musi c are functions , an d his job
is to attempt to give a metaphor for the mapping (or
fugue) between these functions (or voices); in this process we map onto Rothstein's mind , or the author's
mind onto us.

In introducing the similarities between marhema tics
and music, Rothstein offers up the gamut. For example, he notes that both subjects are represented as
lan gua ges encrypted in special notation which does
not necessarily read linearly. The y are subjects in
which one talks of "giftedness," subje cts with quasi
religiou s roots C'mystery''), and which carr y epi cal
tales of their heroes. Some of the mathematicians
(Pyt hagoras, Aris totle , Euler, Kepler, Ca lileo, etc.) we
recognize as being at the job of trying to link mathTo the author the phrase is a livin g and brea thing or- ematics and mu sic long ago. The iritonc (an augganism; however, I am still on the sidelines wonder- mented four th -- from C to F#, an impossib le interval
ing about the faith and determination, loneliness and for singers, best remembered by the opening two notes
peace, fortitude and acquiescence in Bach. Until Chap- in the song Maria, from "West Side Story") wa s reter 4 where the book suddenly seems to melt in the garded as "unutterable," the diabolus ill musica in the
wa rmth of its discu ssion of beauty, Rothstein is apt Western church, just as the irrational number ,,/"2 wa s
merely to shroud tha t which cannot be explained by regarded as alogon, or unutterable, by the Greek s.
reason, like the poet's moon, wit h the label, "mystery." (Rothstein does not push the parallel by po inti ng ou t
Thus, the reader is advised to be patient.
In fact, Rothste in claims early on, that emotion is too
simplistic a basis on which to found a definition of
mus ic. For example, the Indian rag e may bring about
meditative states, while chanting music may provide
energy for hoei ng a field, or a drum beat serve up the
ba ckground langua ge for a culturally expressive
dance. A crescendo in Palestrina may be there to send
us to heaven and not on any passionate route. These
examples are slightly unfair, since the music Rothstein
spe nds effort analyzing is de finitely western, and classical or romantic at that -- never even contemporary.
Eventua lly, Rothstein will pull ou t all the stops and
will not only acknowledge the emotional countenance
of music but will demonstrate ways in which music
goes beyond what Thomas MalU1 calls 'cow warmth,'
to the top ic of m us ic's power to affect our lives. But
even while he is av oiding dipping into the emotional
pool and is maintaining an arm 's leng th (or mind's
length) on his subject, the author always manages to
convey his exuberant joy in these twin stars of the
galaxy, these 'kindred mutations.' He convinces us
that both sub jects achie ve their value when seen as a
process; thu s we ha ve multiple layerings of processes
in this book, recursion at play. Mathematically speak-
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. . . mathematics and music are functions, and hisjob
is to attempt to give a metaphor for the mapping (or
fugue) between these functions (or voices)

that F# is practically halfway up the logarithmic scale,
giving it a relative frequency of jus t about ..../"2 .) Mathematics and music also share levels of comp lexity, a
sense of space, the creation of order, a reliance on axioms governing a style, and fundamental buildi ng
blocks such as gro ups (in music, groups of tones).
Rothstein disclaims "very little of what I say about
mathematics will be new s to mathema ticians and very
little of what I say about mu sic will be ne ws to m us icians and composers. The hope is that m uch of wha t
I have to say will still be of interest becau se of the
juxtapositio ns I make and the hypotheses I propose."
Since the translation is not exact, and there is no formula for the mapping, we find ourselves delightfully
orbiting around a central premise, from time to time
struck by meteoric insights. I ma rvel at the artfu l construction of the book; it is a virtual playground for
seeking out connections. For example I have just no-
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ticed that Rothstein begins with a description of numbers and introduces the m usica l sca le as a ladder c~fdis 
crete tones; in hi s su mmar izing chap ter, titled "Chorale," he discusses Socrates' hiera rchical ran king of
levels of thinking about the world.
To hone in on the conn ections he w ants to ma ke,
Rothstein firs t di alectically divid es his subjects, with
cha p te rs on the inn er na tu res o f ma thematic s and
music. In the m at hemat ical chapter, dubbed "Par tita"
we are treated to a seamless transition al linking of
ma thematical topics where mathematics flows like a
stream into a river, from numb ers to the conce p t of
the irrational, to the infinitesimal, and from there, to
sp aces characterized by thei r axiom s, or styles. (A
partita is a suite of d ances.) A few parallels with music are thrown out, but the rea der is probably already
able to make his or he r ow n connections, the cho ice
of terms is so suggestive . In the chapter on the definitiona l charac ter o f music, "Sona ta", Rothstein suggests
that music exists for particular au d iences and as such,
is "modeled ." Th ink, he suggests, how music accept ed
as ap p rop riate in a ho rro r film might be rece ived in a
concert hall or ch urch.
But in music neith er the mod el no r the
ob ject nor th e map is clear. How co uld
mus ic possibly p rogress in its und erstand ing of a conce p t or an experience?
I spo ke met ap horically abou t film
scores 'mo deling ' an emo ti on and
ab ou t a p iece of music serving as a
'model' b u t what can this me an? Music d oes no t even seem to be looking
for someth ing t o mo de l fr om t he
world; nor d ocs it see m to in vo lve the
sort of reasoning we find in ma thematics. In m usic w e d on't see the act of
cons truc tio n tak ing place . . . we are
submerged in a rea lm in w hich at least
at first, 'knowi ng' seems irr elevant.
He then ret urns to the argument tha t the product of
mathema tics too is m ore of a process than a result .so mething which we pr obably forget all too often in
our teaching. 'There is," he claims, "a life to the ideas
w ithin a ma them at ical proof." In othe r word s, th e
message is the modeling, ma thema tics itself is a model
of m athematica l activi ty.
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Contemporary composers have used mathematics via
computers to ou tp u t random m usic or to model and
blend styles, to fractalizc a Bach fug ue or to paint a
page w ith no tes in chao tic o r p la n ned patterns;
Roth stein ignores these con nections . But I con fess to
being at a loss when he follows on the trail of musicologists such as Heinr ich Schenker and David Lew in
wit h dizzying p hrase-b y-ph rase and note-by-note dis sections of m usical p ieces or phrases to make his
poin ts. Every corner of "mu se-mathematics" is p robed
here: d istan ce, connection, con trac tion and expansion,
equilibrium, the ver tical and hor izontal, mod ulations,
pa tterns, sy mmetry, variations, contrad ictions, as cending sequences, leaps, d isorien ta tions , pulsings -it wou ld hard ly matter w hat con clusions are made
with this tsu nam ic force of word s. At least no one

... the product 01 mathematics too is more 01 a
process than a result . .. mathematics itsell is a
model 01 mathematical activity.

w ill be left be lieving that composers are not in possession of ma thematic al minds.
It is a d eserved pleasure when Rothstein climbs higher
on the po et's mou ntain, to discuss w ha t mathematics
an d m usic share as art forms. In Ch apter 4, "Theme
and Vari ati ons," he investigates th e m ea nings o f
beaut y and truth.

There is something about be auty tha t
is both priva te -- be cause it involves
silen t feeling >- and public -cbccausc it
makes us feel as if it is revealing something un iversal. It empha sizes both
our isolation and our feelings of com mon se nse and sens ibility. Fo r the
same reas on it can also risk insp iring
contemplati ve withd rawa l or imp assioned absolu tism. The judgm en t of
beauty is not id iosyncratic -- or so we
think and feel -- b ut some thing more
fundamen tal. Beau ty feels like an aspe ct of public knowledge. We may not
actu ally as sert that everyone will agree
w ith our proclamation of beauty, but
beauty inspires a feeling that everyone
should ag ree . The feeling makes a claim
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no t only on us, as we view the beauti ful object bu t on our sense of others.
(This is the origin of snobbery} Of
course we haven't proved that tas te is
unive rsal or that beauty is objective;
the only assertion is that the judgment
of beauty is treated as universal and felt
as objective. . . .

us with a narrative of our histor y and a reflection of
ourselves.

I occasionally felt some pang of regret tha t the book
presumes a large body of prior understand ing about
these subjects. I know I would have enjoyed the book
as a student, but wonder about the reaction of today's
students; wou ld they find the subjects of ma thematicsand music so exalted ? Much of wh at I have learned
Music, he asse rts, allows us to dwell in a second na- in the past thirty years that has fascinated me about
ture; it intoxicates, it is more powerful than ourselves. mathematics is the ways in which statistics an d probMusic is not merely ab strac t; it reflects the ways in ability, chaos and computers ha ve come to the inside
which we experience the wo rld . Mathematics also track, and regarding music -- its ma nifesta tions outshares the se attributes: the mathematica l pro of that side the western classical id iom in the contemporar y
loses touch with reality and become s baroquely or- and eth no-cu ltural realms. Thus part of my underna te for the sake of itself alone (the ring version of the standing of ma thematics and mu sic is not cove red in
Chinese Remainder Theorem) also loses some tradi- this book, wh ich is more wra pped in the tradi tiona l
tional not ion s of beauty, But note: mu sic may not and creates something of a backw ard look, pe rhap s a
necessa rily be beautiful in the sense of delighting "bridge to the past." But Emblems of M ind is a tour de
(Chopin's "Dies Irae" p relude, in A minor); it may "dis- force in wr iting and thinking the concept of me taphor
tu rb an d overwhelm ;" it is not so m uch beautiful, as . providing all of us (not just mathematician s or mu si.. here the word "m ystery" is converted to the rom an- cians) a way of seeing how think ing about one d iscitic's word : "sublime." '1 0 our rational mind s .. . the pline can be a use ful way to think about ano ther, givsublime seems to subvert our judgment, perpetra t- ing validity to the act of th inking on many lev els. (If
ing, in Kant's wo rd s, an 'outrage on the imagination" · Socrates would have it, these levels would be: intelMathematics as well has thi s quality ofbeing sublime lection, thought, . . . trust, and imagination!) And if the
in its sheer immensity an d depth.
subjects of ma thematics and music are still immutably divid ed for me in that mathematics will never have
Rothsein's last chapters are refined writing. as he con- the emo tional heart of mu sic, the warmt h of tone in
tin ues to navig ate w here many aut hors might find the this book comes as close as anything I have experioxygen too thin. Retaining the idea of "metaphor," he enced in helping to spa n that gulf by hu mani zing
keeps a charted course, scatterin g thoughts that in mathematics.
themselves could create boo ks, and distributi ng wonde rful quotes. Spea king, bu t not preach ing, about the
The sea rch for the sublime links music
and mathematics. Both ar ts seek somecrea tive process in mathematics and mus ic, Rothstein
thing wh ich combined with the beausays : "our greatest risk is that our metaphorical intertiful provokes both contem plation and
pre tations will be willful, arbitrary, unenlightened ,
res tlessness, awe an d comprehension,
tha t connections will be made of trivial importan ce: '
certainty ar•.:I doubt. ... The sublime
He himself never falls into this trap. No w the topic
inspires an almo st in fini te desire, a
has become the power (and soul -. but this is a wo rd
he never mentions) of music and ma the matics; the
yearning for completion which is alability of mathematics to interpret the universe, while
ways beyond our reach . But we are
the power of music is interpreted in its equally versathen comforted by the achievements of
tile ability to bear a variety of meanings, its role as
reason in having brou ght us so close
"gestu re" which makes it a voice in our cultures. From
to com prehending a mystery fated to
the heroi c to the sarcas tic, the diabolical to the reliremain unsolved .
gious, from the excellent to the inferior, it can present
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Emblems of Min d:The Inner Life of Music and MathemJ1tEdward Rothstein . limes Books : New York, 1995.
263 pp, ISBN 0-8129-2560-2.

titled, "Prelude", "Partita", an d "Sona ta ." In Prelude,
Rothstein ad opts as a guidi ng me tap hor for the entire
book, the journey of William Wordsworth to the peak
of Mou nt Snowdon.

iC5.

While many writers have commented on mathematics and m usic, this author ultima tely pursues a deepe r In "Partita", Rothstein di scusses the inner life of mathrelationsh ip between those subjects. The connection ematics. Alth ough the discussion is declare d to protha t the author describes and promotes is along aes- ceed heuristically, and to be sparing on detai ls, two
theti c, philosophical. even religiou s lines. Rothstein's proofs of the infinitude of the set of prim es are precredenti als indicate that he is definitely up to the task.
He has studied gradua te-level algebra, analysis and
topology as well as music and literat ure. He is an 'The musician should find in mathematics a sfudyas
award-w inning mu sical critic and chief mu sical critic
useful to himas the learning of another language is to
of The New Yor k limes.

a poet."

To support his arguments, Rothstein calls upon a veritable cast of supe rstars of Western thought and art.
To evoke a feeling for the inn er life of the two subjects
the au tho r makes referen ces to the works of Cantor
and Chopin, Dedekin d and Debussy, Helmholtz and
Hayd n, and ma ny others. Many wonderful quotes

"May not Music bedescribed as the Mathematics of

sense, Mathematics as the Music of reason?"
are sprinkled th rou ghou t the book, which give testimony from grea t thinker s as to a ma th /mus ic connection . Here is one from James Sylves ter: "May not
Music be de scribed as the Mathema tic of sense, Mathematics as the Music of reason?" From m usician Igor
Strav insky: ''The m usician sho uld find in mathematics a study as useful to him as the learni ng of an other
langua ge is to a poet. "
In order to ma ke the connection comprehensible, there
is of necessity a good deal of preliminary spade wor k.
This is do ne in the first th ree chapters, ap pro priately

sented , compared, an d contrasted . Additionally, funda mental concep ts from set theor y, analysis, and topology are described . The prerequisite for reading
the book as given in the int roduction is: no more tha n
high schoo l mathematics and no more music than
wha t is learned in elementary school. A year of college-level mathematics would seem to be a more suitable prerequi site.
One of the longest chap ters, titled , "Sonata", pre sents
the author's op inion of the inne r life of music. It is
rich in m usical nomenclatu re and references almost
all the well-known composers of the past as well as
the contemporary musician, David Lew in, who is
described as a mu sical top ologist. Some of the terminology of this chapter is a mar riage of mathe mat ical
and musical terms such as, "musical regions w ith dif ferent centers of grav ity," "continuous m usical surfaces," an d "musica l modelling: '
One of the goals of Cha pter 4 is to convince the reader
that it ma kes as mu ch se nse to call mathema tics beau-
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tiful as it does music. Rothstein backs up this premise and truth. Rothstein de scribe s mathematical proof as
with quotes such as this from Hermann Weyl: "My ritual and uses a quote from G. H . Hardy to support
work always tried to unite truth with the beautiful; his contention: "If we were to push it to its extreme,
bu t when I had to choose one or the other, I usua lly we should be led to rather a paradoxical conclusion:
chose the beautiful." The Cantor set, formulae involv - that there is, st rictly, no such thing as mathematical
ing pi, and severa l pa ges on the Golden Ratio are in- proof; that we can, in the last analysis, do nothing but
clude d as examp les of beau ty in mathe matics.
point; that proofs are ... ga s, rhetorical flourishes de signed to affect psycholog y. "
In Chapter 5, "Fugue: The Making of Truth," the aesthetic/religiou s natures of mathematics an d music are We are finally prepared for the point: The mathema tidescribed to show wha t the author consi de rs the re- cian, the mu sician, the poet, all imitate "Na tur e at
ally impor tant connections of these subjects. We are work, reproducing in their creations the emblem s that
Nature had bodied forth in he rs .. . A mathe matician
will spin out a new theory or a composer create a miniature
sonic universe; a poet will turn an experience
"My work always tried to unite truth with the beautiful;
a scene into a source of illumina tion.
into
metaphor,
but when I hadto choose one or the other, I usually
And each creator will, 'mid circumstances awful and
chose the beautiful."
sublime,' be as astonished by the result as w as Keple r
or Bach."
reminded that both mathematics and m usic ha ve been
closely associated with religious ritual. How do math- The book is really a wonderful w ork which glorifies
ematics and music seem so "othe r world ly" yet im- two subjects of great importance to any civilization.
pact our lives daily? This question is not about the It would be excellent as a required or ancill ary readinternal w or kings of the subjects bu t about how they ing in a Libera l Arts Mat hematics course.
"map into" the world - it is a que stion about meaning
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Fibonacci Melodies
Robert Lewand
Goucher College
Baltimore, MD 21204
INTRODUCTION

One way in which mathematics has informed modern musical composition is through the use of algorithms. To compose algori thmically one begins with
a sequence of numbers and m aps the ter ms of the sequence into various musical parameters such as pitch,
d ur ation , d ynamics and even timbre. Students of
Arnold Schoenberg 0874-1951) and Anton von
Webern (1883-1945) are cred ited with first using this
composition technique whose incipien t stage was
known as serialism [4, p. 544]. More recently compos·
ers ha ve been employing iterated fun ction systems
and cha os the ory (e.g., In [3], [5]) to p roduce music.
Little is written, however, about the influence which
music has had on mathematics. This article describes
ho w the creation of a musical composition su ggested
a the ore m concern ing the Fibonacci sequence:

values inclu d e m = 88 (a piano has 88 keys) and
m = 8 (an octave includes 8 notes). Selecting m = 8 ,
one can establish the very straightforward cor respo ndence appearing in Tab le 1 w here x is any positiv e
integer.
In this example the symbol " is a wildcard and may
be int erpreted in an y n umber of ways. Let' s agree
that the effect of encoun tering a .. in a stri ng of no tes
is to change th e duration of the p revious note (if one
exists) from a quarter note to a whole note. An other
arb itrary deci sion concerns the octave in which the
notes wi ll be played. Again let's let that decision be
idiosynchractic, en tirely up to the di scretion of the
composer.
Table 2 reveals the sequence of notes generated in this
manner by the first 24 ter ms of the Fibonacci sequence.

{t, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, .. .j
One can crea te a very simple example of algorithmic
music by associating the terms of the Fibonacci sequence wi th notes on a keyboard. In the example that
follows, no attention is paid to timbre, dynamics, or
d ur ation; unless otherwise specified, each note is taken
to be a quarter note. Of cou rse sin ce there are more
terms in the Fibo nacci sequence th an there are keys
on a keyboard , a m ore rea sonable as sociation would
ma p the terms o f th e Fibonacci sequence modulo
m E Z, the set of in tegers, to the keyboard keys. AI·
though any val ue of m;:: 2 wou ld work , reasonable

x mod 8

Note

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

C

0

E

F

G

A

B

Table 1
Correspondence betweenintegers modulo 8 and
notes ona keyboard
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Table 2
Notes Generated by the Fibonacci Sequence mod 8

With our conven tions concerning octa ves, duration,
and the interpretation of the .., and assuming comm on (4/4) time, the first four me asures of thi s song
are depicted in Figure 1.
Whil e Figure 1 reveals a su rp ris ing ly mellifluous sequence of no tes, Table 2 invites us to examine the cyclic nature of the Fibonacci sequence mod 8. Specifi-
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Figure 1
The First Four Measures ofa Fibonacci Song

cally, with f( n) representing the n" term of the Fibonacci seq uence, Table 2 suggests the following con jectu re:
(I)

f (l1 +x ) =f(l1+ x - I) + f(l1 + x -2)
~

= 2f(11 + X - 2) + 1(11 + X

f (l1) mod 8 = f(11 + 12) mod 8

~

(5)

Before attemp ting to prove this conjecture, it may be
of interest to exam ine the effect of changing the modulus from 8 to some other numbers,
It is a simple ma tter to verify that the Fibonacci se-

quence mod 7 is:
{i.t . 2. 3, 5, t.e.o, 6, 6, 5, 4, 2, 6, 1, 0, 1. 1,2 , 3, 5. 1. 6. 0 , 6, 6. 5, 4, 2, 6, 1. O•..}

(3)

3)

3f(1I +x - 3) + 2( 11 + X - 4)

The coefficients of the term s on the right are all Fibonacci numbers and so (5) may be written as:

f(11 + x ) = j(2)f(11 + X - 1)+ f(l) f (11 + X - 2)

11, l, 2,3,5, 2. 1.3. 4.1 , 5.0, 5, 5, 4, 3, 1,4,5 , 3, 2, 5, I, 0, 1.1, 2, 3, 5, 2, .. j

(2)

-

= 5f (1I + X- 4 ) + 3f(1I + x - 5)

an d that the Fibonacci sequence mod 6 is:

These sequences suggest the followi ng conjec tures:

If (l1 + x - I)+ If( 11 + x- 2)

= f(3)f(11 +x - 1) + f( 2)f(11 + X - 2)
(6)

~

I (4)I(11 + X

~

I(5 )j{11 + x - 3) + I(4 )f (11 + x - 4 )

-

2) + f(3)f(1I + X

-

3)

f (l1) mod 7 = f(11 + 16) mod 7
f (l1) mod 6 ~ f (11 + 24 ) mod 6

Since all thr ee conjectures involve th e terms f(n) and

f(n + x ), it may be of in terest to examine the relationship between these two expressions .

Equations (6) sugges t the following theorem:
Theorem 1:
For

and
I(11 + x ) = I(I1)I(x + I) + j{11 -I)j{x).
n~2

x

~

J,

PROPERTIES OF THE FIBONACCI SEQUENCE

Recall tha t the Fibonacci seq uence is defined recur sively by the equations:

(4)

f (1 ) = 1
j(2) = 1
j{k) = f (k - 1) + f(k - 2)' /or k > 2

Using (4) rep eatedl y, no tice that:
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This theorem can be readily proved by ind uction on x
[2, p . 2891.
Coro llary 1:
Fo r

x

~

L

if

m divides f (x )

m divides r(x + 1) - L

and
th en

I(I1) mod m =I(11 + x ) mod m.
Proof:
G iven

any

pos itive

integer

n,

s u p pose

Ji

f(n + x ) mod m = k , Then there is some
(7)

C EZ

w ith

f(n +x)=cm+k

We w ish to show that f (n) mod m = k . Since, by hy-

po thesis, mdividesf(x +I) -1 and m divides fix s.
there exist r, S E Z with
(8)

f(x + 1) -1

= rm

(i.e.,/(x + I)~ 1 mod m)

and

is created using the algorithm descr ibed in this paper,
an d if m divides f(x) as we ll as f(x + 1) - l• a string
of notes so gener ated wi ll repeat indefinitely, i.e.. the
song is periodic with period .r .
A natural question to rais e is whether the sufficient
cond ition of Corollary 1 is also necessary. The following corollary answers th is question affirma tively.
Corollary 2:
If f (n + x ) mod m = f(n ) for fixed positive integers
x an d m an d fo r all p ositive inte gers m , th en

m divides f(x + 1) -1 and m divides f (x ).
j {x) ~ sm (i.e.,/(x) ~ 0 mod m)

(9)

Proof:

Choos ing n = 1, the h yp othe si s im p li es tha t

Case 1:
Assume n = I . Then

f (1+ x ) mod m =fe ll mod m for fixed pos itive intege rs x a nd m . So,

f(x + n) mod m ~ f ix + 1) mod m
= 1 mod m (from (8))
~

f (l) mod m

~

f en) mod m

Case 2:
Assume n :?: 2. Then from Theorem 1
fen + x) ~ f(n) f(x + I) + f (n - I)f (x)
(10)

~

f (n) + V(x + I) - I)f(n) + f(n - I)f(x )

from (7), (8), an d (9) we have

em + k

~

fen) + (rm)f(n ) + f en - I)(sm)

f( l+x )-f( I)~ Omodm,

or

f (1+x) -I es 0 mod m , i.e.. m divides f( 1+x) - I.
To prove that m divides f (x) , begin with (0):

f en + x) ~ f en) + (f(x + I) - 1)I(n) + f en - I)f (x )
Rewriting, we get:

f en - I)f(x) ~ f(n + x) - f(n) - j {n)(I(x + 1) - 1)
In particular:

f (x ) ~ f (l)f(x) ~

ef(2 + x) - f(2)) - f (2)(f(x + I) - I)

Since by hypothes is f(2 + .r] - f(2)

~

0 mod m, and

since m divides f (x + I) - I , m divides f( x).

so
CONCLUSIONS

fen) ~ {c - If (n)- .'1(n - I))m + k
f(n) ~kmodm

Corollary 1 esta blishes a condition that is su fficient to
assure that j {n ) mod m =f(n +x ) mod m . Expressed in the mu sical con text in which this investigation originated, th is coro llary asserts that if a song
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This article estab lishes necessa ry an d sufficient condi tions for f(1I + x) mod m = f(n) mod m where

f(n) is the

term of the Fibonacci seq uence . Mu sically, the resu lt can be inte rpre ted in terms of when a
sequence of notes generated by the Fibonacci sequence
is periodic . The novelty of the article lies in its demonstration that the relations hip between mathematics and music is a tw o-way street. Beginning with a
nih
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mathematical algorithm involving the Fibonacci sequence and the concept of modularity to compose a
musical piece. we were rather unexpectedly led to a
result in number theory.

lishing Company, Boston (1976).
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Book Review: Ethnomathematics: A Multicultural View of Mathematical
Ideas, by Marcia Ascher
Bernadette Berken
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Etlmomathematics:A MuIt icul tural View of Ma th emati- merous mat hematical ideas in a va riety of cultural
cal Ideas. Marcia Asche r. Brooks /Cole Publishing, contexts.
Co.: Pacific Grove, 1991. 203 pp, ISBN 0-534·14880-8.
Chapter 1 focuses on the concept of numbers and the
Ma rcia Ascher ' s book Ethnomat hemat ics: A words, symbols, and understanding associated with
M ulticultural ViewofMathematiCilI Ideas is a superb tre a- them. The sets of number words of sev eral cultures
tise on mathematics from a multicultural point of are examined and the pattems and arithmetic relaview. The te xt focu ses on a diverse collection of m a th - tionships are described . The importance of langu age
ematical ideas and ap plications. Ins tead of limiting and its relationship to number words is emphasized
the scope of her text to the usual Eurocentric discus- and Ascher includes a clear and informative d iscussion, Ms. Ascher introduces the reader to the math- sion of num era l classifiers. She devotes a substantive
ematical ideas of peoples who hav e generally been portion of this chapter to a discussion of the Incas and
exclude d from d iscussions of mathematics and the the organizati on and use of qu ipus within their cu ldevelopment / history of mathematics. These people tu re.
are the ones who live in trad itional or small-scale cultures, the ind igenous peoples wh o live in places that Graph theo ry is the focus of Cha pter 2. It is here that
were "d iscovered" and colonized by Europeans and Ascher examines the san d tracings of the Bushoong
include such d iverse groups as the Iniut, Na vajo, and and Tsho kwe in Afr ica, and th e dra wi ngs of the
Iroquois of North America; the Incas of South America; Malekula of the South Pacific. She clearl y establishes
the Malekul a, WarJp iri, Maori and Caroline Islanders the fact that many differen t peoples have pondered
of Oceania; and the Tshokwe , Bushoong an d Kpelle similar mathematical problems relating to Eulerian
pa ths and provides an excellent background discusof Africa.
sion of the Bushoong, Tshokwe and Malekulan culIn her introd uction , Ms. Ascher sets the stage for he r tures as she exp lores graph theory ideas within the
text. This introductory discu ssion acknowledges that respe ctive cultures.
"there is no sing le linear path along whic h cultures
progress, w ith some ahea d and others behind," that In Cha pter 3, Ascher explores the im portant mathmathem atics has no genera lly accep ted def initi ons ematical idea of relations or the specified properties
and that most de finitions of ma thematics are based that link pa irs of objects. She d oes this by examining
solely on Western expe rience. Neverthe less, Ascher the logic of kin relations . The nati ve peoples of northis qu ick to point out tha t although a pa rticu lar cu l- ern Australia (the Warlpi rD a grou p with a parti cuture ma y not classify an idea as "mathematics," trad i- larly comp lex kin system provide an excellent example
tional cu ltures most de finitely express mathematical that forms the basis for this discuss ion which draws
ide as in contexts that we westerne rs m ight call art, upon ideas from group theor y.
naviga tion, religion, record keeping , game playing,
or kin relationships. In ad d ition, Ms. Ascher acknowl- Games of strategy and chance an d the logic of puzzles
edges that as one views the mathema tical ideas of oth- provide the basis for Cha pter 4. Since every ga me
ers in their cu ltu ral context, one is limited by his or can be seen as an expression of a pa rticu lar cultu re,
her own cul tura l and mathematical frameworks. Fol- Ascher is careful to identify not just the rul es of the
lowing this importan t introduction, Ms. Ascher guides game but also the simple objects used for it, the times
the reader on an exciting joumey that explores nu- and places for ap propriate playing of the game, the
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social settings, the level of concentration, the systems
of rewards an d all the other important aspects that
make up the game. She includes an analysis of the
American Indi an gam e of Dish that is clearly rooted
in the area of probab ility. This chapter also provides
an excellen t discu ssion of the Maori ga me of strategy
know n as Mu torcre. Starting with a simpler ver sion,
Ascher leads the reader not only to an understanding
of how to play Mu torere but also to a basic understanding of the mat he matics connected w ith this
game. A collection of river crossing puzzles from various cultures and the logic behi nd their solutions provide the final area of focus for this chap ter.

Ascher incl udes an introductory d iscu ss ion of
isometries, sym metry, and symmetry groups an d de scribes an d utilizes a four character naming scheme
for the p ossible strip patterns. (This schem e wa s developed by Russian crys tallographers and is now accept ed as the interna tional standard.) A discussion of
perfect colorin g is also included in this chapter. Rafter
pa tterns of the Maori and str ip patterns found on Inca
pottery provide bea utifu l and illus tra tive examples
for the discussion of strip patterns in th is chapter.

The final chapter of the boo k affords Marcia Ascher
an opportuni ty to weave tog ether the ma thematical
ideas an d phi losophies that are the basis for her boo k.
The organization and mode ling of space and time She conne cts these ideas an d issues to mathema tics
provides the content for Chapter 5. Because notions educa tion, emphasizing the need for a red efinition of
of time and sp ace are so ba sic to the way we perceive, the boundaries of mathem atics, and a revision of our
st ruc ture, an d interpret our experiences, it is som e- philosophy and history of ma thematics.
times hard to unde rstand or visualize the space-time
ideas of other cultures . Nevertheless, Asche r success- This out standing book is a clearly written text that is
fully bridges th is po ten tial difficulty by her choice of well-suited for the college undergraduate level. The
examp les. She includes apt di scussions on the dy- div erse collection of ma the ma tical ideas in their culnamic universe of the Navajo, the unique process and tural context provides a challenging yet very interestchange di mension of the space-time concerns of the ing array of mathematical topics. Ascher provides
lniut, an d the navigational proc esses of the Caroline exte nsive notes with appropriate references w hich
afford the reader ad ditiona l sources for reading and
Islanders.
scholarship. Marcia Asche r's book Ethnomathematics:
Spatial con figuration is the basi s of Cha p ter 6 which A Multicultural View of Mathematical Ideas is a rare gem
focuses particularly on symmetric strip deco ra tions . of a book. Read it!

Psychosis
Lee Goldstein

Nooscop ic insociability
Can drive the human intelligence of an incog nizable numinosity,
Thenceforw ard, to the equations of the sphere,
Whi le this programmatic tran sposition
Can also beget, thr ough the unconscious, an incipient eidos
That splits the per sonal
And abets an insurgence of psychical energies
Unto the hallucinatory;
That is seeming or chao tic.

nooscopic: pertaining to the examina tion of the mind
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The Folktale: Linking Story to Mathematical Principles
Audrey Kopp
formerly of Los Angeles Unified School District,

now retired
"Mathem atics and Literature" has recently come into
its own as a topic on the m athematics education scene.
Sessions with this na me are sched uled at Na tiona l
Council of Teachers of Mat he matics and other orga nizational conferences. A department called "Lin ks
to Literature" now ap pears regu larly in Teaching Children Mathematics, the NCTM publication dealing
with the lower grades. Most of the articles includ ed
in "Lin ks to Litera tur e" tell how to pl an classroom activities based on stories read by or read to students.
For ins tance, "Mathematics and Mother Goose" uses
the familiar rh ym es as a spring boa rd to illustrating
p ren u meration concep ts such as patterning, ordering,
recognizing attrib u tes , and classifying into sets [1].
"Pop p ing Up Nu mber Sense" rela tes how popping
popcorn was used as a de vice to bring the concep ts
involved in If You M ade a M illion alive [2, 31. "Mathematics Is Something Good!" tells how a teacher used
M oira's Birthday as a stim ulus for a discussion of rate
as her second-grade rs tried to figure out how fast all
the child ren Moira invites to her party would tak e to
eat the cakes she has ordered for her birth d ay p art y
[4, 5]. Other titles such as Ten fo r Dinner and The Story
afZ produce re lated activities in graphing [6, 7I. An d,
as implied by the title, How Big is A Foot? can be used
to inspire learning about linear m easu remen t, nonstandard units, and use of a ru ler [81.

lege in Wisconsin w hich extends the sea rch for mathematics into an exam ination of pottery, bead work,
textile, art and ba sketry pa tterns; archeoastronomy;
comparisons and contras ts in ma thematical philosop hy; and the mathematical ba ses for games of chance
- all serving as an aven ue for "exploration of human
endeavors within their cultural con text" [11]. In add ition, "Mathematics and Poetry" also find s its way
in to d iscussions of th e use of literature as well. (N .B.
Many su ch poem s have been published in the Huma nistic M athematics N etwork Journal.)
As the reader may observe, the stories noted above
for use in the classroom were all p ublished w ithin the
pa st tw en ty-five yea rs. More over, it is important to
recognize that for the most part, it required the ingenio usness of a teacher to relate ma thematics to the
sto ry.
But there is yet another way to lin k mathematics and
story, mathematics and hu m an end eavors, mathematics and cul tu re - and I suggest tha t it is as significan t
and perhaps more fundam ental than any of the examples noted above.

Counting books are also referenced, and books depicting qui lt patterns and the hi story su rro u nd ing
them are also used as ins pira tion for m athematical
inv estiga tion .

While searching for folktales to use in m y p resen t
work as a storyteller, I ha ve di scovered stories which
I believe actually illustrate m athemat ical p rinciples.
The stories in the articles noted above p rovide a ju mping -off pla ce for exploration of mathem at ical noti ons,
b u t the folk tales I have been collecting are themselves
built on ma thematical conce p ts. And therein lies the
difference.

"Fictio na l Liter ature", an ar ticle in Mathemat ics Teaching in the M iddle School, ma kes note that it is difficult
to find mid d le-level fictional books which mention
mathematics in a positive way [9]. Another ar ticle in
the same jou rn al examines he ritages from other cultu res, such as calend ars and nam es [10l, and a recen t
articl e in Humanistic Ma thematics N etwork Journal tells
of a ne wly-developed Mid d le School Mathematics
Minor Certification Program cour se at St. No rbert Col-

For instance, there is a story involving six yo ung lad s
who go off fishing. Just before they are to return home ,
Brother Number One d ecid es to count to see if all his
siblings are p resent. He cou nts to five (forgetting himself) and begins to cry. Brother Number Two ask s
what's wrong , and u pon hearing the problem , p roceed s to cou nt. He too find s on ly five brothers...and
so it goes, u ntil a boy com es along and asks if he can
help . He qu ickly sizes up the sit ua tion, and asks each
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brother to count aloud as he squeezes hard a hand
from each brother. They soon find tha t they really are
six in number, and joyously reward the stranger with
the ir entire catch . Everyone goes home happy! Wha t
better exam ple of one-to-one correspondence, so
simple that it can easily be appreciated by a six-yearold [121.

horse to make a total of eighteen. The sons rece ive
nine , six, and two horses, resp ecti vely. The neighb or
takes home hi s horse, and all are satisfied. Thus far I
have foun d only Mid dl e Eastern versions of this story
[15,161.

N asreddin, a colorful Midd le Eastern characte r, is
working in his garden. A stranger comes along, enThe version recount ed above is retold from a tale that gages Nasred d in in conversatio n, and the n asks ho w
was collected in eighteenth-centur y England . I have much time it will take to w al k to th e ne xt town.
also fou nd tw o American, one Midd le Eastern and one Nasreddin does no t answer. The stranger politely asks
African version of th is tale, each setting the story again, and then shouts his question . But Nas red d in
within the con text of its own cu lture . "Ho w the ma th- still do es not say a word. Exasperated, th e stranger
ematical concepts became a part of the folk culture?" turns towa rd the town and begins walk ing. Suddenly
is a cha llenging question in itself. Did people adapt Nasreddin exclaims, "Fifteen minutes." The stranger,
the principles and then ap ply them to events in their astonished, turns and asks why Nasred d in di d not
daily lives? Did someone hear the story in a far-off say as much be fore. "Well", replies Nasreddin, "belan d and th en change it to a more appropriate setting fore, I did not kn ow ho w fast you were planning to
before recounting the story to fam ily and neighbor s? wa lk!" [17]. Mathema tical th inking at its best!
O r did people in diffe rent areas ins tinc tively invent
thei r ow n versions? Wh atever the sequence, there are Then there is the perennial favor ite, attributed to bo th
often m ultiple versions of m any folktales, inclu ding India and China . A man so lves a problem for a rajah
those based on mat hem atical principles, illu strating or an emperor. In return he as ks merely for grains of
again the unversality of ma the matics throug ho ut d if- rice, to be granted with th e aid of a chessboard : one
ferent cu ltures.
grain the first da y for the first square, tw o grains the
nex t day for the next square, fou r grains next , then
A wonderful int roduction to fractions is fou nd in Two eight, and so on . The story makes a deligh tful int roGreedy Bears, a current-day retelling of an old Hun- d uction to th e powers of 2 [18].
garian folktale w herein a fox helps two bears who are
trying to equa lly d ivide a cheese into two pa rts [13]. The folktales cited abov e hav e been written d own in
The fox cleverly keeps dividing the chee se into un- bo oks, but we re originally from the oral tradi tion.
equal p ar ts, each time nipping off a piece of the larger Indeed, w hen I recently told the Eth iop ian version of
part, ost ensibly to make the piece eve n, but always "The Six Fishe rman" to an audience of adults, a felm anaging to m ake one part larger. The fox en ds up low in th e aud ience told m e ho w he an d his family
leav ing only tw o crumbs for the be ars . But the piec es told a similar story to strangers when asked how many
were eq ual! A Mid d le Eastern ve rsion, "The Ape and child ren we re in their famil y. "I count eight!" was althe Two Cats", describ es how two cats steal a cheese, ways the rep ly from one of the nine children. The
an d then ask an ape to di vide it equa lly, since neith er man was fro m a sma ll town in Ethiopia .
cat trusts the other to divide the cheese equally. The
ape carries on in a sim ilar fashion to the fox noted Par t of the delight in find ing (and telli ng ) folkta les
above. He finishes off the cheese, and the cats con- which illus trate mathema tical principles is in collec tclu de tha t there is "no wrong do er who is no t afflicted ing multip le versi on s. Each variation invariably reby a greater wrongdoer" [14].
flects a way of life peculiar to a particular people or
coun try. I invite correspondence from readers who
A more sophis ticated disc ussion of fractions can arise have such tales to tell:
readily from a story I heard as a chil d. It seem s that Audrey Kop p.
there was a father who left his herd of seventeen hor ses P.O. Box 9502
to be di vided am ong his thr ee sons, the oldes t to get Marin a del Rey, CA 90295
one-half, the m iddle to get one-third, and the young- <akoppwucla.edu>
est to get on e-nint h . A wise neighbor lends them his
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INTROOUCTION

The idea of using computers in education is far from
new. However, the m ore naive attempts have not been
considering all the issues in volved in such a com p lex
task. As w ith any alternative tool, the use of computers for ed uca tional p urposes demands caution in order to reach its goals; otherwise su ch effort can result
in negative outcome s only. While techn ological advances con tinuo us ly bring new design alternatives,
concep tua l problems which ar ise from the peculiarities of this med iu m seem to be frequen tly dismissed
by compu ter scien tists. In fact, no one can guarantee
the tutorial sys tem effectiveness (i.e . the stude n t learn ing efficacy) only by virtue of its technological sta te.
Studen ts an d hu ma n tutor s ha ve pa rticula r relationships with computers an d thi s fact can not be ignored
d uring the desi gn of tu to ri al sy stems. The rea l
system 's ed ucational ro le strongly depends upon the
roles of all other en viron me n tal components.

efits of tutoring systems and the care needed in the
domain of mathematics. Firs t, we will argue for a realistic learn ing environment where tu torial systems
could yeld positive results. The hu m an tu tor s' and
stud en ts' roles will be also discussed. Second, w e will
list and discuss some relevant and problematic tutoring systems features . We conclude this paper by addressing some guideline s related to intell igent tutoring systems design in th e domain of ma th ematics.
INTELLIGENT TUTORING SYSTEMS AND THEIR ROLE IN
EDUCATION

Intelligen t Tu toring Systems (If'Ss) are education-purpose compu ter p rograms that incorporate techniques
from the Artificial Intelligence (AI) com muni ty. They
date ba ck to the early 1970s and d erive fro m C Al
(Comp uter Aided Instruction ) progr am s and diffe r
from the latter in the use of AI tool s in order to know
what they teach, who the y teach, and how to teach.
The use of AI techniques presupposes an intention of
Comp u ter s cann ot be seen as a panacea for ed uca- producing human-based "good teac hing," since most
tional p roblems. Som e en th usiastics in educat ion and AI systems try to sim ulate human activities. Ind eed ,
computing areas tend to see technologies as the solu- many ITSs are su pposed to replica te all the teacher's
tion to most educational problems. Indeed, educa- activities. ITSs should neither be of naive Skinnerian
tors sh ould not transfer the task of build ing an effi- type linear programs nor completely take over from
cien t automatic tutor to p rogramers and computer the teacher. One useful role for ITSs ties in the ir poscie ntis ts under the ri sk, among mo re serious reper- tential of working as intelligent tutoring ass istants.
cussions, of th e undermining of the ir own role s in the In this framework, Al techniques are welcome and
necessary as well.
ed ucational p rocess.

First of all it is imperative to precisely d etermine what
should be done by a comp ut ational assistant and what
sh ould be left to the human tutor. Moreover, the way
in which the system is intended to reach its goals must
be carefully designed. Only then, through a controlled
experiment with stud en ts and human tutors, could
the computer tasks be judged with regard to their
learn ing goals.
This paper discusses some issues related to the ben-
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The need for better quality teaching and for m ore effective results has alway s been p ublicized. Teaching
is a very com plex task which demands knowledge,
ability, mature though t, intuition, se lf-confidence,
empathy, capacities of seeing and hearing, and the
capacity of motivating the stud en ts, among oth er h uman abilities.
Teaching is a special task since it involves the sharing
of human responsibilities in society. Child ren, young-
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sters, and adults should have their ind ivid ual natures use of analytica l reasoning, which depends on the
taken into account in this process. The teacher's be- possib ility of succeeding and so on.
havior mus t then be adjusted to each student. learn ing, on the othe r hand , is exclusive to the student, and The teacher's role in such an envi ronmen t m utates as
no one, least of all, the teacher can take over in that long as the students are more pa rticipa tory, offering
proc ess . The teache r's task is to p rovide for the the former opportu ni ties to discuss concepts outside
student's learning by creating good external condi - the realm of the ITS. The teacher is also supposed to
tions for the development of the learn ing capacity. ind icate why, when and how much the computational
Learning is then a subjective process and depends on assistant should be used . The stude nts' productivity
personal expe riences. Two circu msta nces will deter- offers the teacher param eters for the sys tem feed back.
mine its ade quacy. The first is the mot ivation to study
the subject and overcome knowled ge di fficulties. The LEARNING MATHEMATICS THROUGH INTELLIGENT TUTORING
second is the promotion of a sa fe environment for the SYSTEMS
stude nt in which he / she gets more inde pende nce by One of the most insisten t problems in mathema tics
overcoming his/her own rea soning and knowledge education is the av ersion that many students feel toward s this subject. Even stude nts at graduate school
limits.
levels in mathematics or com puting courses often have
Not being a substitute for the teacher, an ITS is a teach- problems related to the di sciplines involving some
ing support tool, fitted to the necessities of revision, concepts the y are supposed to already be acqua inted
diversification, flexibility; proble m solving, progress with . The literature has man y studies concerni ng erin content, etc. Moreover, in the classroom, while the rors made by students and the pe rsistence of m isun teacher's pace of presentation de pend s on his/ her own derstand ings of such errors. There are also other studexperience, th rough an ITS, the student can de termine ies reportin g high rates of fail ure among stude nts in
the pace at which the knowledge should be presented . ma thematics. This probably can be att rib uted to their
experiences in learnin g math ematics. The use of strat As a computational assistant, an ITS would comple- egies which minimize rote repe tition of algorithms
ment teaching activities which are not covered by the wo uld be of m uch val ue (1]. The repetition approach
teacher. ITS wo uld be stimulating as long as it can be probably leads the stude nts to cons tru ct an imprope r
different from the traditional classroom model. How- sche ma to solve the problems by themselves. Such
ever, three main issues can enda nger the function of a an improper approach is reinforced by doing a large
com pu tationa l assistan t: its limited capacity for ex- list of similar exercises with the same interpretation .
pansion, its set of teaching methods, and its inability
to understand students' id iosyncrasies. These limita- This is an important point tha t ha s to be thou ght of
tion s, neverth eless, can stimu lat e new que stions, attentively. The lack of under standing of a concep t
ana logies and corelations which are unusua l in trad i- may not be due to the concep t itself. It is often due to
tiona l settings. These qu estions can thu s pla ya role an insurmountable barrier for the stude nt w hich is
not the current concept, bu t a previou s one which is a
en hancing discussion inside the classroom.
prereq uisite to that in question.
The ind ivid ual in ter action w ith an ITS favors the
student's identifica tion of his /her ow n mistakes -- a As teachers w e can not forget that before int rod ucing
challenge that could imitate a game-like interplay with a new concep t to the class we mus t have it clea r in
the ma ch ine . Moreo ver, the ITS can provide the our m ind wh at adjacent ideas a re also involved . For
teacher with help in the learning by doing approach example, the lack of un derstanding quantification is
which is so difficult to implement in classrooms. This often a barrier for stu dents in developing a more s0envi ronment also favors the development of intuitive phist icated unde rstan ding of limits an d continuity.
reasoning such as the forecas t of rig ht answers. What Th is cou ld explain, for example, w hy students fail to
w ill be the result? Wh at w ill be the way to reach it? understan d calculus and a really long list of other topThese qu estions w ill drive the proced ures even if a ics.
realistic student-system di alogue is impossib le. The
sucess of the use of int uitive reason ing demands the This examp le illustrates the necessity for studen ts to
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be ab le to ex press the p rerequisites of the concepts
they are su p posed to learn . It therefore seems th at
find ing infor mation abou t the idiosyncra tic learn ing
methods o f understa nd ing concepts we are go ing to
teach, how they are learned, and what we as teac he rs
can d o to enhance the stud en t's logical tho ught might
con tribute to the goa l of imp roving the stu dents' unders tan d ing of advanced m at hemat ical concepts.
We believe tha t an effectiv e u nderstand ing of a mathema tical concep t d epend s on ind ividual efforts to construct these id eas by the students themselves. And it
is possible to detect, through research, the d ifferen t
ways in which thi s can take place. We also believe
tha t it is possible to d evelop com p u ter-implemented
tutors which are d esigned in ord er to st imulate the
constructions d etec ted by the researc h, toward s a reasonable acquisition of mathematica l con cepts. It is
importan t to notice, however, tha t a mathemat ician
has his/her own understanding of the in volved concep ts and it is up to the teacher to ha ve the awareness
to avoid th e bias of tha t und erstanding when the
analysis of stu de nts' styles of learning is made. It is
true that it is not that eas y to com pletely avoid thi s
(although implicit) inte rference; however, an effort
sho uld be mad e to minimize th is as m uch as possible.
Dubins ky [1] poi n ted out tha t it is importan t to observe that any description of the concep t must no t only
be "m athem atically wrong" or "ma them atically correct" but m us t als o embo dy all of the subt leties and
other styles used to understand the subject. We are
sure that all of these va riables come to enrich the process of analysis of th e poss ible ways of learn ing, giv ing us many ramifica tions of the concept in question,
reflecting its varying role in the full sp ectrum of ma thematical end eavours.
Of course there are several ways to de scribe a mathematical concept. The p rocess of its acquisition can
be d etermi ned by observ ing stu d ents in the process
of construction of the concep t. The stu dents' success es
and failu res can be impor tant clu es to the essence of
the ongoing learning process. An accura te analysis
of these components can revea l the defective points
that lead a stud ent to ma ke mistak es, which if approp ria tely explore d, would cert ainly con tribu te to the
ma in goa l teachers mus t have: to enhance the stud en t's
performance as a problem solver.
As Dug dale pointed out [Z], presen tly we have the
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possibility of using AI me thodologi es for the realization of expe rt syst ems, w hich pe rmit the use o f com pu ters to be extended to fields that so me yea rs ago
only h u man experts could master. One such field
which coul d paricula rly ga in from this is mathematics. We d o no t refer here to those sys.te ms which provide a on e-w ay teaching in teraction, but those which
ha ve a mix ed- initia tive teaching d ialogue, which is
ind ividualized to the need s of the student as an individual. In this way, the analysis and the d iagnosis
p rocesses must be p resent as one of the main factors .
The intelligen t tutoring system used to he lp students
in learning mathematics is supposed to act as an assistant to the teacher. Its task is to su p por t both stude n t and teacher in the teaching-leering relationship .
Thus, it is a matter of grea t weight to have a coopera tive env iro nment to help st ud en ts in learning new
concepts and prerequisites as well. It is important to
emphasize tha t the ITS must lead the stu de n ts to dominate thei r own p roblems step b y step, encouraging
them to become active, creative, and independent
learn er s. The ITS sys tem may also allow the st uden t
to choose a better way for himself/herself, resulting
in a rich envi ronment for exploration. We believe tha t
learners will become more and more motivated and
confi den t; they can find out that th e more they learn
the more th ey are ab le to do .
DISCUSSION

The questions that ar ise are if an d how comp uta tional
ass istance can help in teaching ma them atics. The prerequisite barrier can be overcome by the modelling of
the stud ents' knowled ge b y the sys tem . Bu t this is
not quite simple. The nature of the stud ents' knowled ge to be considered an d the rules to manage it are
still ma jor p roblems of ITS de sign . Most ITSs use poor
measures of students' kn owledge such as numbers for
category levels and quantity of right and wrong exercises . More qualitative me asures suc h as the students'
knowl edge about th e relationship between concep ts
ou ght to be taken in to accou nt. An id eal student
model shou ld be ma de u p of informa tion abou t th e
his tory o f the student-sys tem di alogue, as w ell as information about the student's performanc e during
pr oblem solving. In terms of knowledge representation form alism s, Al-based mod els combine a framebased schema with p rod uction ru les and an inference
mechan ism for deriving new in form ation about the
stud ent. However, the type of eac h information set

and the rul es connec ting them are far from simple to
provide.
However, it is also not simple to detect stude nts' misconceptions. The cause for the students' errors can
rarely be localized to a uniqu e concept. Indeed , the
method of relati ng concepts ma y be the problem focu s. The reason ing method is supposed to supply the
relati onship betwee n the concepts that the student
detects in that doma in. While the computati onal arti fact seems to be ade quate, the qualitative nature of
the information remains o pen for fu rther research investigation.
Probably the biggest problem in designing tut orial
systems in the domai n of mathematics is the need to
ha ndle reasoning. Beyond concep ts, the student is
supposed to lea rn the underlying reaso ning. Therefore, handli ng the reasoning requires from the system a description or formalization of the knowledge.
The computer should stimulate the student's reasonin g, w hile deeper d iscu ssion s shou ld take p lace
among classma tes and teachers. Once this is done,
an other issue remains un solved , which is the impor-

The computershould stimulate thestudent's reasoning, while deeper discussions should take place
among classmates andteachers.

the system can gua rantee its capacity of de tecting students' misconceptions and explaining its tu torial strategies . A still open problem rela ted to this is the need
for a dialogue where the student can explain his /her
way of reaso ning. Not only is this useful to enhance
the system's know led ge abou t the student, bu t is also
crucia l for the stude nt to become conscious of his/
her own failures and successes. Here one should bear
in mind the limitations imposed by the comp uter interface dialogues, especially natural language-based
ones -- which still do not allow for a cooperative dialogue with the stu dent. In a coope ra tive environmen t,
the more active the participan ts are in the discu ssion,
the more prod uctive an d effective the learning process is. The computer should stimula te the student's
reasoning. wh ile deeper disc ussions should take place
am ong classma tes and teachers.
As pointed out above, the computer shou ld be part of
an environment together with the students and the
teache r. As such it is not com pletely true that the student is the only ITS user. ITS should be able to interact with teachers and stude nts separately as special
and equally important users. The role of the teacher
as an ITS user must involve two issues: the system
validation and the teacher's eva luation of the student.
By sys tem va lidation we mean the access to the sys tem know ledge bases (domain, st udent, tutorial) and
to the rules that control them during a spe cial sess ion
targeted to the teacher. As an expert for domain and /
or tutorial know led ge, the teacher should interrogate
the system in order to get a system radiography. The
underlying assumption is that, as a dynamic tool, an
ITS should be constantly adju sted , improved , and
corrected.

tance of stim ulating the student to develop his/her
own me thod of reasoning. A use ful intelligent assis tan t should be able to understa nd and classify that
method, or even learn a new one. However, students
have idiosyn cratic methods of solving problems and
even sophisticated systems whic h know several methods cannot handle all the existing possibilities [4]. The evaluation of the student takes p lace during or
While human teachers are able to learn the students' right after a stude nt sessi on in order to obtain informethods thr ough dia logu es w ith them, the use of mati on about the stude nt performance. This data inmachine learning -- based approaches is in its ear ly cludes the student mod el information and the system's
stages 13].
justifications for its decisions. System jus tification has
not been granted enough atten tion in ITS projects. We
The imp osition of the teacher's way of reasoning can cannot forget, how ever, that one of the mos t imporbe avoided through the use of different solution meth- tant features - indeed requisites -- for an 'intelligent'
ods appropria tely presented . Since it is not possible sys tem is its capacity for exp laining or talking abou t
to cover all sty les of hu man thinking, we can start by itself. More importan t than the ade quacy of its desigassociating the methods wi th the concep ts in order to nation, this feature gives confidence to its users, the
better present them to the student. However, only lack of which can jeopard ize the entire lea rni ng prothe explici t rep resen tation of this knowledge within cess.
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CONCLUSIONS

A useful computational as sistant sho uld kn ow ma ny
prese n tatio n methods an d kn ow where an d when th ey
sho uld or should not be used . This 'intelligent' feature is m an da to ry in any ITS and can be su pplied by
computer resources . In spi te of this, there are some
usefu l g uid elines w hic h shou ld be followed to achieve
successful learning. In mathematics, in particu lar,
softw are m us t be attractive and challenging. This d oes
not mean that it alw ays m u st be camou flaged in games
or the like. We do believe th at w ith the coopera tion
of stu d ents an d teacher s, an d on ly th en , w ill it be p ossi b le to d e sign u sef u l ass istan t mat he mat ical
softw ares.

own cog nitive level. The system tries to evalua te the
user th rough a student model an d pro poses a new set
of activities mad e adequ ate to the detected level. Initial results point to positive student reaction s. The
und erl yin g approach is to allow the studen t to choose
his/ her way to so lve the problem s, which is what
makes the syst em qui te cha llenging. However, this
freedom d oes no t p reve nt the system from suggesting an ap propriate seque nce of activities for the student, based on some know ledge about his/her perfor ma nce. We are on the point of reiterating that the
p rocess of learning and teaching mathematics has
muc h to gai n from the use of an intelligent tuto ring
system as an assist an t.
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Based on the ab ove id eas , w e have designe d and
im plemen ted a system prototype aimed to su p port
eleme ntary school students in learning plane geo metry. The system TEGRAM provides a set of activities
based on Tangram. The activities include measure and
shapes of plane figures and sim ilarity, am on g o thers.
The student can use the system accor d ing to his/ her
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Comments and Leiters
Is protective math em a tics h umanistic? If so, then wha t?
Webster defines hu manistic as the ad jective correlate of h umanism, thu s rela ting to: la) classical letter s, lb)
critical spirit, Ic) secular, 2) humanitarianism, 3) attitudes centering on human interest s and values.

Humanistic math emat ics, as usually viewed, seems to fit lb) and 3), and possibly lc), but not la) or 2). Protective beha viors. such as conse rving, guiding, guarding, or even reforming certain h uman or natu ral conditions an d attitudes, fit 2) and 3), and possibl y lb) and Ic), bu t not la). It see ms to foll ow that mathem a tics
relevan t to pro tec tion sho uld be also h umanistic, when used in a p ro tective way. The usage of protect ion in
conju nction with ma thematics ma y be ne w.
However, env ironmental mathema tics is too broad, in th at it ma y include sh o rt-term efficiency in exploiting
the envi ro nme nt, and also too narrrow, in that protection from organized attacks is not ord inarily included.
Briefly, protective m athematics sh ou ld include specialties relevant to protection from pollution, flood and
drought, sh or tages of food, medi cine, and d rinkable water, habitat degradation, dis ease, inter-species attac k,
crim inal, military, or terrorist aggression, or technological faul ts and accidents. These m ust be firmly based
on science and techno logy, and are not normally cons idered as humani stic pursu its. Nor are the d iscovery
and measu rement of re levant social-psychological parameters so considered . This is not merely a philosophical issue; the needed training in partial differential equati ons, stochastic processes, compu ter progra mm ing,
statistical estima tion (and relevant sciences) typically leads to industrial employment, of contes table protective value .
Inclu sion of pro tective mat hematics under the humanistic rubric is not only definit ionally appropriate, but
also wo uld open u p a valuable connec tio n wi th social and economic concerns, in my op inion. Religio us
denomi nations which concentrate on spirituality, and d own play protection from practical exigencies, tend to
lose public esteem, even if the y attend to sin and doctr ine.
Students interested in protective mathema tics mus t be aware that the pay is acad emic (low), the wor king
hou rs are like those of engineers (long), the subject is detailed , and the techniques (special functions and
comp uting) are ra the r boring. Finally, careerjolting po litical and id eolog ical attacks are no t unusua l.
Attraction of under grad uates tends to be lim ited to idea listic or brash indi vid uals. Some topi cs of int erest, in
my experience, a re risk ana lysis, forensics, DN A, fires , traffic, ga ng d ynamics. resource alloca tion, demogr aph y, an d geographic information systems. A shor t-term source of sk illed personnel, no t always su ited to
prote ction, either in value s or inco me/ status expectations, woul d be displaced Cold War specialis ts from the
USA and Russia.
The US Bureau of Reclamat ion , the EPA, an d en vironmental consulting firm s deal w ith ma n y of these issues
on a continuing basis. Some universities are beginning to take protective science and mathemat ics serio usly,
more in specialized institutes than in teaching. Is this a ma tter for applications specia lists only, or should
h uman istic mat hema ticians try to in tervene, to provide ethical or philosophical perspectives? Some theologian s are moving on this, bu t tho se w ith little scient ific or mathe ma tica l capacity are clue less. Planning and
execu ting a curric u lum for prot ective ma thematicians, as a variant of ap plied mat hematics, would seem overdue.
R. B. Leipni k

Professor of Nonlinear and Environmen tal Mathem a tics
University of Ca lifornia, San ta Barba ra
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In your May 1996 issue you p rinted a short essay titled "On Mathema tics in Poetry," by John S. Lew. Perhaps
Mr. Lew's exp lanation of Donne s poem "A Va lediction Forbidding Mourning" is no t quite accu rate . I thin k
Donne is talking abou t a sp eaker who is saying goodbye to his wife or possibly his mistress . In the first stanza
he says they should p art as quietly as virtuous men pass very mildly away.
Later in the p oem, he compares himself and his w ife to the two legs of a compass. He assetts tha t he will be
the roving foot wh ereas his wi fe will be the fixed foot. Thus whenever he makes a move, his wife will
resp ond with a move of her own and so will always be awa re of his direction and movement. In addition, the
figure of the compass means that there will always be a connection between them, and it may suggest in
addition that God is the actual mover of the compass.
I think thi s explanatio n catches some of the ma gnificent abs trac tion of mathematics. I ag ree with Mr. Lew
that only John Donne has achieved such integration between mathematics and the "real world ."
Charles B. Tinkham
Prof. of English and Philosophy
Purdue Univers ity
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